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EXECUTIVE SUlviMARY
CUTR' s objective in this task order was to evaluate the capabilities of various automatic vehicle
classification (AVC) systems, primarily those based on pulse laser, ultrasonic, and active infrared
technologies. The basis of this evaluation was formed from available reports, brochures, and field
tests prepared and conducted by other agencies.

The existing overhead ultrasonic vehicle separation component of the AVC system has generally
become a sufficient maintenance problem as to be "unacceptable" to the Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) Office of Toll Operations (OTO). A side-mounted version of this device
could improve accuracy and ease of maintenance, but insufficient testing has been conducted to
confirm this expectation. A new improved version of the overhead has recently been deployed, and
a newly-developed algorithm for inductive loops (IDIUS) appears promising. Other vehicle
separator technologies are available, but none seem capable of offering the reliability. The fact that
at least nine ETC agencies have chosen light curtains for vehicle separation begins to indicate the
direction the industry is moving. In combination with triggering loops and treadles, light curtains
.

.

appear to provide the most efftcient technique for automatic vehicle classification currently.
However, IDIUS and the improved transducer for ultrasonic overhead should be equally considered
at this point.
· It is recommended that field tests be conducted by the OTO to confum accuracies of the light
curtain, IDIUS, and improved overhead ultrasonic vehicle separation alternatives under various

.

traffic and environmental conditions, and determine software integration requirements for
reconciliation of conventional and ETC toll transactions. Therefore, this report is to be considered
as a documentation of interim findings. ·
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I.

ll-.'TRODUCTION

A total .of seven (7) automatic
vehicle classification (AVC) technologies were evaluated
.
. under this
task including: vehicle magnetic imaging, radar, 'video tracking, video tripline, active infrared, pulse
laser, and ultrasonic (piezo-electric is a t~cbnique used to transform electrical energy to mechanical
energy in devices). Different technologies offer devices witb. several capabilities. Evaluating tb.e
advantages and disadvantages of different technologies and devices will help the Florida Department
of Transportation (FOOT) to make a more informed decision on a suitable AVC device. The
primary technology emphasis of this evaluation was on pulse laser, ultrasonic, and active infrared

' re-emphasized tbe focus on light
technologies. However, toward the e.nd of the evaluation, FOOT
curtains.
The task order scope did not allow CUTR to conduct large scale independent field testing of new
AVC devices, nor did it allow visits to any field testing of the new devices outside the State of
.

Florida. However, CUTR was able to borrow an ultrasonic device (Sonar XR-500) from FOOT and
conduct small scale field tests. Therefore, this report was compiled on information gathered from
limited field tests (mostly conducted by other agencies), site visits within the state, and telephone
conversations with manufactures and toll agencies.
The existing AVC system includes loops, treadles, and an overhead ultrasonic device from Cubic
(currently known as TransCore). While the overhead mounted ultrasonic device separates vehicles,
the treadle counts the number of axles for each vehicle. Often, the 'ultrasonic device fails to
accurately separate vehicles creating an audit problem to the State of Florida Office of Toll
Operations (OTO). Modifying or changing the existing vehicle separators was necessary for toll
audit purposes. Therefore, the main objective of this study is to evaluate the ability of AVC devices
to accurately separate vehicles.
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2.

BACKGROUND

Automatic Vehicle Classification (AVC) systems
. . apply advanced.technologies to improve v.ehicle
classification for toll collection systems. Vehicles can lie classified by number of axles, dimensions
(e.g., height, length, wheel-base, height over first axle), weight, number of occupants in vehicle, and
purpose for which a vehicle is being used (e.g., a special class assigned to taxi cabs). Toll agencies
use these classifications to determine the correct toll for each vehicle.
The OTO has an axle-based toll structure. The OTO's current AVC system (Cubic's overhead
<

ultrasonic device) frequently fails to separate vehicles due to malfunction of the device's acoustic
membrane. As a result, the existing system has been determined to be unacceptable by OTO,
particularly in consideration of greater vehicle processing speeds associated with SunPass
implementation (the state' s electronic toll collection program soon to be deployed).
ClTfR's research investigating current AVC systems started with a thorough literature survey using
several library databases and the Internet. Through various contacts, the CUTR project team was
able to visit field testing of Autosense (I, II, and III) and SAM. Sonar XR-500, a side-mounted
ultrasonic device from Ocean Motion, Inc., was tested at the University of South Florida campus
in Tampa.
Only a few objective field tests of automatic vehicle classification devices exist in the U.S.A. It may
be because that other components of automated traffic surveillance systems (e.g., automatic vehicle
identification, automatic toll collection, and automatic traffic data collection etc.) receive more
attention than AVC systems, and, therefore, more resources are funneled in to those automation
activities. Several technical papers have been published on new technologies appJ.ied to a~tornatic
vehicle classification and laboratory environment testing of these devices. However, sorne of these
tests, conducted in laboratory environments, cannot truly represent actual traffic and weather
conditions.
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· Background research on existing AVC field tests and lite!'8lllre on AVC started with searches
through Internet and libracy databases. As previously mentioned, the search was limited to AVC
0

tests performed in the U.S.A. A total of 6 database sources were used to search field test
0

•

0

reports/papers. The followi!Jg is a list of databases where the search was completed.

A.

Yahoo, lnfoseek, Lycos, Magellan, and Exite- World Wide Web-based search methods

B.

Engineering Index, ERIC, General Academic- University libracy databases

C.

Procite - CUTR library database

D.

The Intelligent Transportation Infrastructure Web site

E.

TRIS • TRB-based database

F.

Institute of Transportation Engineering Journal

2.1

Technical Papers

Six technical papers directly related to AVC systems were found through the literature survey. The
papers discussed treadle and loop to acoustic and neural network AVC systems. Most of the papers
were based on newly-designed devices that were not currently available in the market.
Reel (1996) described the history of vehicle classification in Florida and its development to the
present time period. His brief discussion was focused on vehicle classification data, gathered at the
state's permanent traffic count stations, that feeds into th.e FOOT's Roadway Characteristics
Inventory (RCI) database. The FDOT reports these classification data in its Annual Vehicle
.

Classification Report, axle correction factors, traffic flow map, and allocation of truck percentage
to every segment of the state highway system.
Cosentino, et al. (1996) discussed a development and field evaluation of a fiber-optic sensor-based
traffic classification system. The fiber-optic sensor detects vehicle axles and the TrafiCOMP II
Model241 (from Peek Traffic, Inc.) interprets the signals to classify vehicles and to estimate speeds
and gaps, etc. Although field tests were conducted with the fiber optic sensor, the results were not
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compared with ground truth sources such as video taping the actual test and manually verifying the
sensor results. This system is more suitable in conventional traffic count stations than in toll plazas.
The properties of these fiber-optic sensors reduce the potential of lightning damage to the electronic
AVCsystem.
Gattis and Lee (1992) described a development and field testing of a photoelectric AVC system. The
system employs an inductive loop detector and a pair of photoelectric sensors emitting modulated
infrared-spectrum light beams, which are reflected off of raised pavement markers. The presence
of a vehicle activates the loop detector, prompting the system to classify the passing vehicle. The
!

pattern of the infrared light beam interruptions enables the system to infer the vehicle's speed,
number of axles, and number of tires. The number of axles and tires defmes the vehicle's class for
assessing the proper toll. Signals from the activation go through a special microprocessor into a
personal computer for interpretation, display, and recording. The system was tested initially at a
high-speed (50 to 60 mph) at an Oklahoma Turnpike Authority site during 1990 and 1991. An
accuracy of 95 percent was reported during the field tests.
James and Sampan (1995) represented a method of vehicle classification using neural networks
based upon acoustic signals. The acoustic signals, detected by tbe AT&T SmartSonic sensors on
Highway Route 460 near the Virginia Tech Campus in southwest Virginia, were used as inputs to
the network. Vehicle classifications were performed in real time. The network's success rate in
separating vehicles into cars and trucks was 96.5 percent and the success of fou(-c)ass classification
was 95.5 percent
To make more informed purChasing decisions, many agencies test vehicle detectors, though it can
be an expensive and time-consuming task. The technologies and the changes in succeeding versions
of each application place a significant burden on the ability of agencies to do their own testing in
a cost-effective manner. Further, lack of standard test protocols for vehicle detectors makes it
difficult to avoid duplicate testing (Gillmann, 1996). Hamrick and Schoenmackers (1996) discussed
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a plan for a National Vehicle Detector Test Center (NVDTC). The NVDTC is envisioned to conduct
bench tests (to be completed in the laboratory shop), simulation tests (to be completed in the shop
and laboratory), and field tests (to be completed at a field site where various types of sensors are
installed).~

2.2

Gillmann (1996) stated, NVDTC is far from being a reality jn the near future.

Principles of Technologies

Many transportation agencies have been using inductive loops and road tubes to determine the
vehicle class. However, difficulties in obtaining accurate vehicle classification data on multilane
!

highways, assessing the validity of the data, and maintaining inductive loops have encouraged the
transportation agencies to find new alternatives to inductive loops and roadtubes. Several new
technologies have been developed for automating the traffic data collection. The basic principles
of each technology are summarized as follows'.

A.

Infrared· (Passive and Active)

Infrared waves (heat waves) have wavelengths ranging from about lmm to 7 x 10·1 m. These waves,
produced by hot objects, are readily absorbed by most materials and appear as heat. One advantage
of infrared rays is that they can penetrate fog and haze better than visible light.

Active infrared devices aim a low energy infrared beam at the target area and analyze the reflected
infrared signal for the presence of a vehicle. Passive infrared devices detect vehicles by measuring
the infrared radiation that naturally radiates from the heat of the detection zone and the change in
heat caused by the presence of a vehicle.

1

Field Test of Monitoring of Urban Vehicle Operations Using Non-Intrusive
Technologies, Minnesota Department Of Transportation, Final Report, 1997
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B.

Magnetic (Passive and Active)

Passive magnetic devices measure the change io the earth's magnetic flux created when a vehicle
passes through a detection zone. Aetive magnetic deyices, such as inductive loops, apply a small
electric current to a coil of wires ;w.d detect the change in inductance caused by the passage of a
vehicle.

C.

Microwave (Doppler, Radar, and Passive Millimeter)

Microwaves are short-wavelength (about lmm to 30cm) radio waves. Doppler microwave devices
transmit low energy microwave radiation at a target area on the pavement and then analyze the
I

signal reflected back to the detector. According to the Doppler principle, the motion of a vehicle in
the detection zone causes a shift in the frequency of the reflected signal which can be used to
<Jetermine the vehicle speed.

One of the most common applications of microwaves is the radar (radio detection and ranging)
systems used in aircraft and ship navigation as well as police cars. As in radio broadcasting, radar
devices use an antenna to transmit an electromagnetic wave. The wave produced is not a continuous
wave, but consists of short bursts, or pulses. After the emission of a pulse, the transmitting antenna
is momentarily deactivated as a uansmitter and is used as a receiver to detect any reflected pulses.
Radar devices can sense the presence of stationary vehicles and can sense multiple zones through
their range finding ability. Another type of microwave detector is the passive •nillimeter which
operates at a shorter wavelength than other microwave devices. It detects the electromagnetic energy
in the millimeter radiation frequencies from all objects in the target area.

D.

Sonic (Passive Acoustic)

Passive acoustic devices consist of an array of microphones aimed at the traffic stream. The devices
are passive in that they are listening to the sound energy of passing vehicles
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E.

Ultrasonic (Pulse and Doppler)

Ultrasonic waves are sound waves whose frequencies are from 20kHz to I 00 kHz, which is beyond
the audible range. Because of their high frequency
. .and corresponding .short wave lengths, ultrasonic
waves can be used to produce images of smalfobjects. When an alternating voltage of very high
frequency is applied to a crystal (such as quartz or strontium titanate), the crystal will vibrate at the
same frequency as the applied voltage. As the crystal vibrates, it emits a beam of ultrasonic waves.
Transforming electrical energy into mechanical energy in this manner is called "piezoelectric
method." The energy transformation is reversible in that, ifsome external source causes the crystal
to vibrate, an alternating voltage is produced across the crystal. Therefore, a single crystal can be
I

used to both transmit and receive ultrasonic waves.
Pulse devices emit pulses of ultrasonic sound energy and measure the time for the signal to return
to the device. Doppler devices emit a continuous ultrasonic signal and utilize the Doppler principle
to measure the shift in the reflected signal.
F.

Video

Video devices use a microprocessor to analyze the video image input from a video camera. Two
basic approaches, tripline and tracking, are used to detect traffic. Tripline techniques monitor
specific zones on the video image to detect the presence of a vehicle. Video tracking techniques
employ algorithms to identify and track vehicles as they pass through tbe field of view. Some
systems use a combination of the two methods.
G.

Laser

Laser (light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) is a light source which produces an
intense unidirectional beam of coherent light. Lasers are available that cover wavelengths in
infrared, visible, and ultraviolet regions.
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Scanning laser beams are used to detect the presence of vehicles. Vehicles operating in high speed,
high volume conditions can be detected and classified. Output from tbe device is processed to
produce
which are compared with stored templates of various vehicle profiles
. . 3-dimeosional images
.
to determine vehicle classification.
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Table I. Comparison of Detector TechnologiesZ
.

Disadvantages

Technology

Advantages

Ultrasonic

• compact size, ease of attachment to existing structures

• performance may be degraded by variations in temperature and
air turbulence

Passive infrared

• greater viewing distance in fog than with visiblewavelength sensors

• performance potentially degraded by heavy rain or snow

Microwave Doppler • good performance in inclement weather
• direct measurement of speed
Active infrared

IMagnetometer
!

• can not detect stopped or very slow-moving vehicles
• requires a narrow-beam antenna to confine footprint to single
lane in forward-looking mode

• greater viewing distance in fog than with visiblewavelength sensors
• direct measurement of speed

• performance potentially degraded by obscurants in the
atmosphere and weather

• can detElC( small vehicles including bicycles
• useful where loops can not be installed

• difficulty in discriminating longitudinal separation between
closely spaced vehicles

Acoustic

• potential for identifying specific vehicle types by their • signal proceasing of energy received by the array is required to
remove extraneous background sounds and to identify vehicles
acoustic signature

Video image
processor

• roadside processing allows low data rate transmission
• multiple lanes observed
• no traffic interruption for installation and repair

• different algorithms usually required for day and night use
• possible errors in traffic data during transition from day to .
night
• susceptible to atmospheric obscurants and adverse weather

zsource- RTMS Performance and Qualification Test History, EIS Electronic Integrated Systems, Inc. - Brochure
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2.3

Review of Existing Florida Toll Rate Structure and Vehicle Classes

As a possible solution to the problem with individual vehicle separation, the toll rate structure was

examined to determine if a simplification could be made to remedy the toll audit problem.

The toll rate of the Florida Turnpike system is based on the number of axles. OTO' s current AVC
system has an accurate count of the total number of axles, but does not have the same accuracy in
separating vehicles. CUTR investigated the possibility of counting only the total number of axles
for auditing collected tolls. Consideration was given to OTO's current toll structure, and suggesting
any suitable modifications.
The State of Florida utilizes two different toll collection structures; ticket systems and coin systems.
The following two formulae are being used to estimate the toll for differ.ent vehicle types.
In ticket system:
Toll =

toll for a 2 -axle vehicle

2

(no. of axles)

In coin system:
Toll = (no. of axles - 1) (toll for a 2-axle vehicle)

The current vehicle classification used in Florida is shown in the following table.

Evaluation of Automatic Vehicle Classification Systems
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Table 2. Vchicle Classification in Florida

.

Class

Indicated Axles

1

N/A
.

.

Vehicle Type
unassigned

2 .

2

2-axle vehicle·

3

3

3-axle vehicle

4

4

4-axle vehicle

5

5

5-axle vehicle

6

6

6-axle vehicle

7

7

' vehicle
7-axle

8

8

8-axle vehicle

9

:.9

.# of axles in vehicle ~ 9

If the toll rate structure is such that every axle is charged at the same rate, the total number of axles
.

.can be used to audit the toll collector during a given shift. When the total number of axles passed .
in a lane is multiplied by the per axle rate, it will give tb.e total transaction dollars for that particular

shift.
To examine the current toll structure, let a 2-axle vehicle pays a toll of $x at a toll plaza. Consider
a vehicle with "n" (>2) number of axles go through the same toll plaza. If the toll per axle (i.e.,
$x/2) is the same for every vehicle, an axle-based audit system may work.
At a ticket system-based toll plaza, toll per axle is,

"

-n
2._ = .=.
n
.2

This means that the toll rate structure in this system has the same per axle rate for every vehicle.
Therefore, an axle-based audit system may work at ticket system-based toll plazas.
Evaluation of Automatic Vehicle Classification Systems
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'.

At a coin system based toll plaza, toll per axle is,
(n - l)x ,. x

n

2

The toll rate structure in this system charges a different per axle rate depending on the number of
axles in the vehicle. Therefore, an axle-based audit system may not work at coin system based toLl
plazas with the current toll rate structure. If the toll rate formula for ticket system is used at coin
system based toll plazas, an axle-based audit system may be successfully implemented. In other
words, vehicle separating devices are not needed for ticket-based system, because an accurate axle
1

count device can be used to audit tolls.

However, with the deployment of electronic toll collection systems, vehicle separation for
individual vehicle assessed tolls is mandatory. Therefore, the previous discussion on auditability

by total axle counts becomes moot. Capabilities of the vehicle separation will dictate the extent
(number) of separate vehicle classifications.

3.

FIELD INVESTIGATIONS

3 .I

Current Classification Process

The existing AVC system installed in manual toll lanes in the Florida turnpike system consists of
.

an arming loop, treadle, and overhead AVC device. A schematic diagram of a typical manual toll
lane and ali adjacent automatic lane is shown in Figilre I.

As a vehicle approaches the toll collector's cabin, the arming loop near the cabin detects presence
of the vehicle. The toll collector detennines the number of axles in the vehicle and manually enters
it into the system. The system then calculates the toll to be collected. After completing the
transaction, the vehicle is classified at the end of the toll lane. First, the overhead AVC device
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detects presence of the vehicle underneath it and sends a signal to the treadle doctor board through
an RS-232 cable. As the vehicle passes over the treadle, it sendS signals to the treadle doctor. The
treadle doctor then records the number of axles. After the vehicle leaves-the treadle, the AVC device
detects the vehicle's absence and sends a signal to the treadle doctor. These signals are fed into a
lane control software which registers the number of axles of the vehicle and estimates the toll
required. This toll is registered in a computer which provides a total sum of transactions at the end
of each toll collector's shift. At the end of each shift, the plaza supervisor will check the toll
collector's revenue with the AVC system's report for auditing purposes.
AnnU\gLoop

Treadle

Ck'othed

AVC

6'

Manual Lane

Automa1ie

gat• (TYP.)

r-

Loop<

~

.
.•
•.

Automatic Lane

...~---Traffic How

...~.--'fraffi~ Flow

I

•

<

b

=•
I
I

Traffie Hght (TYP.)

:>

'\

Automatic coin
machine (TYP.)

Figur!' ·1. Typical Manual Lane and Automatic Lane Conf~guration in Florida T urnpike System
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3.2

Existing Problems at Toll Plazas

Ifthe AVC device fails to separate individual vehicles or if the treadle fails to count axles, the lane

· control software will not classify vehicles. Whet! the AVC system will not classify a vehicle, the
syst.em will not record a transaction. In other words, the sys.tem will not expect the collector to
collect a toll during the transaction. Therefore, when the tolls collected by collectors are audited
with the total recorded·transactions from the AVC system, the AVC transaction will report fewer
total dollars than collected. For example audit differences from $2 to $200 were observed during
a visit to the Anderson mainline toll plaza at Veteran's Expressway in Tampa. Such audit
unbalances exist at many OTO plazas. Through field visits and phone conversations with several
l

Florida Turnpike system toll plaza managers and technicians, the CUTR project team gathered the
current experiences with the existing AVC system. Their experience and comments are summarized
as follows.
3.1.1 Veteran's Expressway
The CUTR project tearn visited the Anderson mainline toll plaza at Veteran's Expressway on
February 20, 1997. The purpose of the visit was to gather first hand information regarding the
operational and maintenance problems associated with the Cubic AVC device.
During the visit, the technicians showed how the AVC system works. The team members witnessed
vehicles being classified by the toll collectors and the AVC system in real-time. According to the
plaza. technicians, transmitter cones of the Cubic device n.eeded to be replaced frequently (varied
from 90 days to one year). The replacement frequency was based more on the available supply of
new transmitter cones than anything else (i.e., replacement would be more frequent if adequate
supply was available). The height (above the road surface) of the AVC device has been reduced
from 18' to 15' to improve the accuracy. Performance of the AVC system has not been affected by
fog or rain. However, the AVC device signal has been noted to cbaQge frequently when the
temperature drops below 32"F. The technicians had experienced insect nesting problems blocking
a membrane in the tranSmitter cone. Especially, when spiders make webs and lay eggs in the
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transmitter cone, the AVC system does not function properly. The plaza supervisor showed an
example of an audit difference of $200 at the end of a toll collector's shift.
3.1.2 Toll Maintenance Office, Orlando
The regional maintenance supervisor and a technician of the OTO were contacted on March 12,
1997. Among the Florida Turnpike system toll plazas contacted bY. CUTR, the Orlando toll plazas
have the least number of problems directly associated with the AVC system. They have been able
to successfully identify the leading cause for many problems that led the AVC system to
malfunction and they have been able to take necessary steps to correct the problems.

'
The existing AVC devices were also lowered from the plaza canopy height to 16.5' above the road
surface. Toll plazas close to swamp areas, have experienced problems with spiders (such as spiders
making webs and laying eggs) that led the AVC to malfunction.
Some problems associated with AVC system in the Orlando area had not been due to the Cubic
AVC device itself. They were attributed to human errors and treadle doctor errors. For example, at
one plaza, a lane had a steep gradient and the AVC device mounted under the canopy was not level
with the road surface. Leveling the AVC device with the road surface corrected this problem. In
other cases, toll collectors were found to classify vehicles before they entered the lane or after they
left the lane. Some collectors were found not closing a transaction before a vehicle left the lane.
These mishaps have caused the AVC system not to record vehicles and even to misclassify vehicles.
Mter instructing the toll collectors,. many human errors which had led the AVC system to
malfunction have been reduced to a minimum. Occasionally, they have found that some treadles
were not properly fastened to the pavement. This led the AVC system to misclassify vehicles. The
variance between the dollar amount collected and the total transactions reported in the AVC system
per toll collector's shift has been between $0.10 and $40.00.
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3.1.3 Okeechobee Toll Plaza
The plaza technician was contacted on March 13, 1997 and gathered information on problems
associated
with the current
.
. AVC system. The technician mentioned that the transmitter cone of the
current AVC device needed frequent replacements (2-3 day cycles).
Recently the Cubic AVC device was lowered to a level of 15' above road surface as well. The
difference between the dollar amount collected and the amount expected by the AVC system of a

.

toll collector's shift has risen to $1,000. The technician also mentioned that the AVC system fails
to function properly during heavy traffic.
3.1.4 Cypress Creek Plaza
The plaza manager was contacted on March 13, 1997 to gather information on problems associated
with the current AVC system in Cypress Creek Plaza. Similar problems regarding frequent
replacements (1-2 days) oftransducer cones were received. The Cypress Creek Plaza has also been
faced with the same toll audit problems. However, this plaza has quite an unusual audit problem
with some shifts where the AVC system reported a negative total transaction.
Through field visits and telepho!!e conversations, the following observations were made as common
occurrences at OTO's toll plazas:
•

when the AVC device operates properly, the system works well

•

when the AVC device does not operate properly, toll audit differences occur at various levels

•

· insects damage the transducer cone

•

· when lowered to a height 15' above the road surface the AVC device accuracy improved

•

the transducer cone needs frequent (ranged from one day to one year) replacements

•

replacing the cones is difficult and sometimes takes several days to gather required tools
(e.g., every toll plaza does not have a bucket truck)

•

the transducer supplies are hard to get and are costly ($300 each)
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CUTR investigated the principles behind the transducer cone and the insect's reaction to the
ultrasonic waves. A physics professor pointed out that the nylon stocking material, used to cover
the cone opening,
. may block much of the ultrasonic waves. His suggestion was to find . another
.
alternative to the nylon stocking. cover for the transducer. An entomology pmfessor stated that an
insect predator, which is found in Florida, sends some form of ultrasonic sound waves to caich its
pray. Therefore, whenever insects h= an ultrasonic sound, they tend to move away to avoid being
captured by the predator. With these explanations, it was difficult to find a reason for insects being
attracted to the transducer cone.
New transducers ($18 each), manufactured for outdoor use (previous membranes were believed to
be for indoor use) by Polamid, have been recently installed (second week in June) at tile Cypress
Creek Plaza. CUTR contacted a technician and the plaza manager on July 16, 97 to gatller
information about tllis new installation. The new cones, installed with a protective nylon stocking
cover, are functioning successfully. According to the plaza manager, the reported audit differences
have been significantly reduced or eliminated since the new installation. The new cones have been
in operation for about four weeks, and insect related problems have not been reported during this
period. Monitoring of this improvement should continue. It is also understood that Polaroid is
recommending further enhancements to the transducers requiring re-engineering.

3.3

Field Tests of AVC Equipment

To determine whether the new devices could perform the data collection functions under a variety
of difficult geometric, environmental, and traffic conditions, many agencies perform field tests.
However, the current task order scope did not allow CUTR to perform rigorous field tests with the
new AVC devices. Therefore, CUTR depended on findings from field tests conducted by other
agencies in preparing this report. CUTR project team conducted some very limited field-tests with
an AVC device (Sonar XR.-500) manufactured by Ocean Motions. The project team also made field
visits to Schwartz Electro-Optics, Inc. in Orlando, FL and to toll plazas on the Venetian and
Rickenbacker Causeways in Miami, FL where new AVC devices were being tested.
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3 .2.1 Sonar XR.-500
The Sonar XR.-500 is an ultrasonic device that outputs one-dimensional swfacc profiles of vehicles
in a traffic stream. This device is a modified version of OTO's current Cubic AVC device. The
CUTR project team conducted four on-line field tests with the Sonar XR.-500 during February 1997.

These tests were conducted to evaluate the accuracy of the device as a vehicle separator.
CUI'R received clearance from the Division of Environmental Health and Safety and the University

Police at the University South Florida (USF) to conduct tests with the device at the Tampa campus.
Equipment used in the fiel.d tests included: Sonar XR.-500 with a piezoelectric transducer, reflector
I

swface (cardboard fixed to a metal frame with a supporting arm), laptop computer, portable power
.generator, extension cords (:Z-·nos), video camera with a stand (tripod), 8 mm video cassettes.
The test sites are located within the USF campus in Tampa. The first test was conducted from 9:45
A.M. to 10:45 A.M. at the westbound, right-tum only lane at Laurel Drive & Alumni Drive, a 3legged, unsignalized intersection. The transducer was attached to a timber pole which was stuck in
the ground and was about 6" away from the curb edge of the right-turn only lane. A cardboard plate
of 23" x 30" was used as the reflector surface. The reflector surface was placed on a raised island
and was kept in place using several bricks. A video camera was used to record the monitored traffic
on the right-turn only lane. This recording was later used as the ground truth data. The laptop
computer was used to record the profile reading in real-time.
The second and the third tests were conducted at the southbound right-turn only lane at the same
intersection from 12 P.M: to 12:30 P.M. and 4:30P.M. to 4:45P.M. respectively. The equipment
set up was similar to the first test. During these two tests, the sonar reading fluctuated between a
maximum distance setting (maximum distance where an object is expected) and a closer distance
despite the presence or absence of a vehicle. Therefore, the tests were terminated early.
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The fourth test site was.at the USF Visitor Reception Center Information lanes which have a similar
layout to a branch bank's drive-through teller lanes. The reception center has four lanes with each
having access to an information window. Vehicles approaching .the reception center stop at the
informat.ion windows and then leave the information center. Since the lane closest to the main
information window attracted more traffic, the traffic on that lane was selected for the field test
The equipment setup (except the reflector surface) was similar to that of the previous tests. A 2.5'
wide brick column was used as the refle<.10r surface during this field test. The test was conducted
between 9:15A.M. and 10:45 A.M. After about one hour into the test, a fluctuating sonar reading
was observed. The device was then turned off and on again. This quick fix worked for a few (10-15)
minutes, 'after while similar fluctuations were observed.

'

Accuracy of the profile data was checked against the ground truth data from the video recordings.
It was found that when the Sonar XR-500 was operating properly, the accuracy was 100 percent.
However, the device failed 40 percent of the time during the field tests. The toll plazas that CUTR
contacted had similar experiences with the existing Cubic AVC device.
Ocean Motion had used the same device to conduct a field demonstration at the Dolphin Center Toll
Plaza in Miami on November 14, 1996. A single vehicle was used during this demonstration. The
tniiler hitches were simulated by a plastic soda bottle hooked to the trailer hitch connector. The
transducer was mounted horizontally and perpendicular to the traffic flow. The results suggested the
following:
•

The Sonar XR.-500 detected fixed and moving targets across the full width of the test lane.

•

Highly curved contours of the test car returned echoes from its sloped windows, roof edge,
front and rear bumpers, and its streamlined driver-side mirror.

•

The membrane style transducer was able to detect a simulated trailer bitch.
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3.2.2 Autosense II
A member of the CUTR project team visited Schwartz Electro-Optics, Inc. (SEO) in Orlando, FL
on March 7, 1997.
SEO was conductingon-linetestswith
Autosense I, II, and IU on
SR 441 during
.
.
.
.
the week of March 3, 1997.
are mainly overhead-mounted pulse laser devices.
. Autosense devices
.
The Autosense I can measure one-dimensional vehicle profiles. The Autosense II device is capable
of measuring the height, width, length, and speed of vehicles. It can classify up to I 0 vehicle classes.
The latest version, Autosense Ill is thought to be capable of measuring vehicles across multiple
lanes. Because vehicle classification and traffic monitoring capabilities of Autosense II are well
suited with the current needs of OTO, the main emphasis of the visit was on Autosense II .

.

A rotating drum and a pair of mirrors are utilized in Autosensc II to emit pulse laser beams at 45
kHz frequency. Along with the moving parts, the mirrors and circuits are contained in an

environmentally sealed unit.
During the online field tests, the Autosense devices were mounted on a mast arm over a southbound
lane. The mast arm, at a 25' height from the road surface, was cantilevered to a nearby light pole.
The CUTR project member observed the on-line tests with the Autosense devices where outputs
were projected to a monitor. Autosense II captured all the vehicles driving through the test lane
during the observation. During the field visit, SEO design engineers mentioned that Autosense II
has an accuracy of 98% in vehicle classification.

The observed tests were conducted during a steady speed, mixed traffic (including passenger cars,
motorcycles, vans, and trucks) flow period. However, stop-and-go traffic conditions exist in toll
plazas. From the existing Autosense II design stand point, the device may run into difficulties in
monitoring vehicles traveling below 5 mph speed. SEO design engineers confirmed that the device
can be modified for accurate vehicle classification during such conditions.
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3 .2.3 Sensing and Activating Module (SAM:)
Lockheed Martin, Inc., is conducting initial field tests on an electronic toll collection (ETC) system
being installed in toll plazas at Venetian and Rickenbacker Causeways, in Miami, FL. The system .
consists of light curtains, loop detectors, SAMs; Mark IV ETC antennas, treadles, and enforcement
video cameras. The SAMs were installed to detect presence of vehicles to assist Mark IV antennas
that read in-vehicle transponders. Two SAM units, monitoring traffic from the side, were installed

.

at each lane just before the toll attendant's cabin. The lower SAM unit is about 1.5' above the island
level and the other unit is about 1.5' directly above it. This is the frrst installation of SAM in the
U.S., and the fJ.rSt side-mounted installation known to exist in the wodd, according to an MBB
(manufacturer of SAM) technician on the site.

'

Two members of the project team fust visited the toll plazas on April I 0 and I 1, 1997. The tests
conducted during these two days were focused on the ability of Mark IV antennas to read tags on
windshields or dashboards and deduct the correct toll from the corresponding account. The CUTR
team observed SAM units monitoring vehicles in a test lane.
A member of the CUTR project team later visited the Rickenbacker Causeway toll plaza on May
I to observe field tests. A few days before the field tests, CUTR was informed that the SAM units
would also be tested on May I. Having arrived at the site, the member found that the testing was
postponed without any prior notice to CUTR. The same field tests were re--scheduled twice on June
5-6 and on June 25-27. However, CUTR later learned that these tests were also postponed due to
difficulties associated with system software. The latest test schedule for tests is July 16-18, 1997.
· 3.2.4 Georgia Field Tests'
Several vehicle classifiers were tested to determine the accuracy in classifying vehicles, in
measuring vehicle length, and in measuring axle spacing. A total of 13 sensors and classifier
configurations were included in this test conducted by the Georgi!l Tech Research Institute. The tests
3

Accuracy ofTraffic Monitoring Equipment, Georgia Tech Research I~titute, June 1995
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were conducted during May 5-7, 1993 alid Septeo:iber 9-16, 1993. All the classifiers tested used a
combination of magnetic loop detectors and piezoelectric axle sensors.
A side-mounted video crunera provid.ed ground ttutb data for the t~sts.. The classification
. . accuracies

.

from tbe tests ranged from 63.5% to 79: I%. A significant part of the low accuracies were attcibuted
to the fact that the classifiers bad difficulty in distinguishing small pickup trucks (class 3} from large
cars (class 2) based on length and axle spacing. When the classes 2 and 3 were combined, the
~lassification accuracies were reported to

range from 78.8% to 96.2%.

3.2.5 Minnesota Field Tests
Field tests on traffic data collection devices were conducted during February 1996 to January 1997.
A total of eight technologies (active infrared, passive infrared, passive magnetic, radar, doppler
microwave, pulse ultrasonic, passive acoustic, and video) were evaluated in these tests by Minnesota
Guidestar. Traffic data such as traffic volume and speed were collected from 21 devices during these
field tests. The field tests were conducted at an intersection and a freeway section in Minneapolis,

MN.
Some of these devices (e.g., Autosense I, Mobilizer, and Video Trak - 900) also provided vehicle
classification data_ However, the level of vehicle classification varied from device to device.
Therefore, the vehicle classification accuracies were neither reported nor analyzed in their fmal
report. The following are the relevant results from tb.e Mi.nnesota study':
•

Active infrared technology exhibited good potential for vehicle detection during freeway
tests.

•

Doppler microwave technologies exhibited good potential for de.tecting moving vehicles
during freeway tests. Data collection performance at the intersection site was poor.

'Field Test ofMonitoring ofUrban Vehicle Operations Using Non-Int71lsive
Technologies, Minnesota Department of Transportation, Minnesota Guidestar, and SRF
Consulting Group, Inc.
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• >

•

Pulse ultrasonic technologies hlive moderate potential for detecting traffic at both
intersection' and freeway applications.

•

Video .devices require .extensive installation and
. setup time and .are not as accurate as other
technologies. However, video devices have the advantage of offering a variety of traffic data
and surveillance information.

•

Video devices require extensive calibratioD, over serial communication lines.

•

Lighting conditions were observed to affect some video devices, particularly during the
transition from day to night.

4.

COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF AVC DEVICES

During this evaluation, the primary emphasis as mentioned previously was on devices that use pulse
laser, active infrared, and ultrasonic technologies. The comparative evaluation is based on accuracy,
configuration, ease of installation, cost, durability and maintenance, proven capabilities, mean time
between failures, life cycle of equipment, sensitivity to environmental conditions, and health safety
criteria. However, information on all these factors was not available or could not be provided for
many devices.

4 .I

Sensing and Activating Module (SAM)

J:\.1BB Business Development GmbH in Germany manufactures, and Spectra Systems, Inc. in Boca
Raton, FL distributes, SAM units in the U.S.A. The SAM unit, which can be mounted overhead or
sidefire (horizontally), can detect moving and stationary vehicles; cyclists, and pedestrians. It
operates as an active pulse laser device that often uses a reference background for better accuracy,
because vehicles have a certain percentage (typically 20%) of surface that absorbs or reflects a laser
beam away from the receiver. If a road surface is selected as the background (when the unit is
overhead mounted), the condition of the background could change due to rain, snow, and dust etc.
The SAM unit is capable of automatically calibrating background and re-calibrating background
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(when weather conditions change) and noise level. The unit has .a special and unique analysis
technology that enables SAM to offer 12 aetection areas {windows). These windows are adjustable
and are B;W~Iyzed individually by a built.-in micropro=sor.
Table3. Technical Data of SAM
Laser

Pulsed laser, 850 nm (near infrared range), Class 1

Beam Shape

SAM

Narrow, focused beam

SAM-E

I 0~ widened beam that creates a continuous line

SAM

0-30 m (0-98')

SAM-E

0-10 m (0-32?

Detection Range

.

Power Supply

21-27 V DC

Power ConSillllption

<2.5W

Dimensions

250x 130x 100mm(9.8''x5.l''x3 .9")

Weight

1.8 Kg (41b)

Environmental Protection

lP 67 water proof

Temperature Range

-20° to 60° C (-4° to 158° F)

Relative Humidity

O%to 100%

Operational Weather Conditions

Operational under all weather conditions

Interface

Serial

RS 485, half duplex, bus capability

Parallel

=+3V
differenlial presence signal no vehicle
vehicle present- -3V

.

differential pulse (count) signal
Detection Time

<20 msec

Safety

Eye safe (class I laser)

Accuracy

.

.

Vehicle presence> 99.9%
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SAMs are used in European countries to gather traffic iofonnation, and the units have been mounted
over the traffic lanes in evecy working installation. The biggest cballenge for SAM is to detect trailer
hitches when tbe unit is mpunted on· a sidefiCe. Small trailer hitches are typically ab0ut 1' to 1.5'
above the road swface and are 2"-3" in diameter: For SAM units to detect these trailer hitches, the
operating manual suggests that it should be installed at a height of 3'-4' with a 5° angle facing
downward.
Being a Class I laser product, SAM is considered safe for eyes. Since the SAM units do not have
problems.
any moving mechanical parts, they are likely to have fewer maintenance
l
The SAM units were introduced in the U.S.A. vecy recently. At the time of this report preparation,
there was no working SAM installation reported in this country. Even though Lockheed Martin MIS
was testing SAM units in New Orleans, LA; the CUTR project team was not able to observe proven
capabilities of SAM units at the installation in Miami, FL. As previously stated, the tests that were
scheduled on April !'0 have been delayed until July 16, indicating that Lockheed Martin MIS is nt
lcnst 3-month.s behind the test schedule. They arc working to resolve the system software problems
in the Miami installation and to restart the online field tests on July 16, 1997.
4.2

Sonar XR-500

The Sonar XR-500, manufactured by Ocean Motions, is an ultrasonic device that can be mounted
overhead or from the side to the traffic lane. This device consists of a small microprocessor unit
which is based on a channel ultrasonic transceiver and electrostatic/piezoelectric transducer. The
microprocessor unit can yield output in both analog and digital formal A fixed reference
background with no obstructions between the transducer and the surface is essential to improve the
vehicle detection accuracy. The Sonar XR-500 measures distance to the closest surface using
ultrasonic sound waves. It can measure profiles up to 90' away from the transducer.
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The transducer emits sound waves through a conical fashion. As the angle of the cone decreases,
the accuracy of the output increases. Narrow eonicai beams are best suited for trailer hitch detection.
Trailer hitchers are set at different heights in cars, pickup trucks, ~nd large trucks. Therefore, when
the transducer is horizontally mounted to detect vehicles, several transducers may be required to
detect every trailer hitch. However, a horizontally mounted cone is easy to replace in the event of
equipment failure.
As experienced during the limited field tests at USF, the Sonar XR-500 would be easy to install.

•

However, despite the absence or presence of a vehicle, the output could fluctuate between an
observed distance to the vehicle and a set default distance that sends faulty vehicle separation signals
to an AVC system.
4.3

Autosense II

Autosense II, manufactured by SEO, is a pulse laser device. It employs two scanning laser
rangefinder beams, at a 10• angle, to measure a three-dimensional vehicle profile.used for vehicle
classification. Equipped with a diode-laser range finder, Autosense II has a rotating polygon to scan
across a 12' wide lane. The polygon rotates continuously in one direction at a constant speed. The
narrowly spaced laser beams permit the detection of two-inch wide tow bars and closely spaced
vehicles moving at high speed.
A laser diode in the Autosense II unit produces a pealr current pulse. A trigger pulse from the
scanner control circuit triggers the laser at the proper scan angles. When the laser beam meets a
vehicle/road surface, part of the beam gets reflected back to the scanning device. The optical
circuitry in the unit converts this optical radiation reflected from the vehicle/road surface to fiiSt,
an equivalent electrical analog of the input radiation and fmally to a logic-level signal. This logiclevel signal is processed within the range counter logic to yield analog range data, which is read by
the microprocessor. The analog range data is sent through a range-measurement circuit, known as
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a time-to-amplitude converter ('TAC). TAC output is then converted to digital by a faSt !O-bit
analog/digital (AID) converter. Pulsed tinie measurements are read and converted into distance
measurements by a micropfocessor.
When vehicles are not present, the range measurements are equal to the distance to the road. When
a vehicle is present beneath the sensor, the distance to the top surface of the vehicle is measured and
. provides a transverse height profile of the vehicle on each scan. The vehicle speed, estimated from
the time interval between the interception of the two laser beams by the vehicle, is used to space the
transverse profile by a straightfotward geometric transformation and to obtain the full three•

dimensiofial vehicle profile.
The Autosense II can detect the following 10 vehicle classes:
1. Motorcycle

2. Motorcycle with trailer
3. Passenger car
4. Passenger car with trailer

5. Pickup, van, or sport utility
6. Pickup, van, or sport utility with trailer
7. Miscellaneous truck or bus

8. Miscellaneous truck or bus with trailer
9. Tractor with one trailer
I 0. Tractor with two trailers

The SEO claims 98.5% accuracy of the uriit in vehicle separation·.
The Autosense II instrumentation is housedjn an environmentally sealed container purged with
nitrogen gas. The manufactures claim that the device needs very little maintenance (e.g., keeping
the glass window clean to avoid range errors). They also reported a 15,000-hour (625 days) mean
time failure for the unit.
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Texas A&M University has included the Autosense II in their research on trucks and weigh-inmotion (report is under preparation). The tests were performed adjacent to a bridge in Austin, TX.
· CUTR learned that the unit performed satisfactorily in separating vehicles but performed poorly in
measuring truck speed.
Laser radiation of the unit belongs to Class I laser. The laser radiation of Class I is considered not
hazardous and eye safe. The Autosense II installation is easy aod the cost of units is high (about
$6,000 each in bulk quantities). Performance of the current unit under stop-and-go traffic conditions
has not been tested so far. Therefore, the applicability of this unit for manual toll lanes or mixed-use
ETC lanes is still unknown.
4.4

Mobilizer

Mobilizer is a video tracking system used at intersections and freeway and priority corridors. The
Mobilizer is manufactured by Condition Monitoring Systems of America, Inc. in Long Beach, CA.
It can measure traffic volume, speed, queue length, vehicle classification, turning movements, and
can detect pedestrians and bicycles. However, the vehicle classification capability of the mobilizer
is limited to two classes (1- trucks & buses and 2- cars).
It contains tbree major components; Smart Sensor Interface (SSI) that extracts vehicle data from the

video camera and transmits it at a low bandwidth to the Mobilizer Advanced Tracking System
(MATS) that reduces SSI data into traffic flow information at the Traffic Management Center by
tracking vehicles through an entire camera scene, and a Roadside Equipment Interface (REIF) that
transforms SSI output into a format used by existing signal controllers for local signal control using
a Mobilizer system. Since the Mobilizer is a video-based system, it does not create any safety
concerns.
4.5

Ground-Hog

The Ground-Hog Model G-2 is an in-pavement, self contained (serviceable or replaceable) traffic
monitor coupled to a high performance, 2-way radio link for wireless transfer of collected traffic
data. Traffic detection and measurement are accomplished by vehicle magnetic imaging technology
that measures the magnetic influence of.a motor vehicles passing through the earth's magnetic field.
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This unit can measure traffic volume, speed, vehicle class, occupancy, swface and sub-surface
temperature of the road. The number of identifiable vehicle classes is limited to six. Ground-Hog
.

is another product from Nu-Metric. However, the accuracy of this model in vehicle separation has
not been documented or reported at the present time.

Seminole and Sarasota Counties were planning to install Ground-Hog units at several intersections
on a trai.l basis. However, this installation has not been completed at the time this report was
prepared.
4.6

Light Curtains ·

Light curtain, also known as the vehicle scanner, is an active infrared device. It consists of a
transmitter, a receiver, a controller, two tower. enclosures, and interconnecting cables. The
transmitter houses a linear array of LED's (light emitting diodes) while the receiver houses a linear
array of photo detectors. A transmitter and a receiver form a scanner. The controller operates the
scanner and controls the input and outputs to the external system. Tower enclosures, also known as
environmental enclosures, are used to protect the transmitter and receiver. The towers are made of
stainless steel or aluminum. Each LED and its corresponding photo detector forms a scanning beam.
Only one LED-Detector pair is active at any given time, to prevent problems caused by interaction
between beams.
In normal operation, the controller pulses each LED in sequence, and the corresponding photo

detector current is measured. The detector's current depends on the amount of beam it receives. The
controller interprets this current to determine if an object is in the scanning area (Figure 2). ·
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Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of Major Parts in a Scanning Area [Source- ST!Broehure]
When a vehicle passes between the transmitter and the receiver, some beams will be blocked.
Blocking of one or more beams is interpreted as a presence of a vehicle. Figure 3 shows a typical
light curtain in operation.
The environmental enclosures have heaters to prevent condensation and frost from building up on
the glass, and a fan to keep the scanner from overheating in hot weather. These added features are
included as accessories to the enclosures.
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Figure 3. Light Curtain in Operation (Light beams are shown for clarity. However, they are
not visible in the field.) [Souxcc- STI Brochure]

. Scientific Technology Inc. (STI) in Fremont, CA; Banner Engineering Corp. in Minneapolis, MN;
and Sick Optic-Electronic, Inc. in Eden Prairie, MN are the three major manufactures of light
curtains in the U.S.A. Variations between each model range from LED spacing to the type of
accessories included. Some important variations are listed in Table 4.
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Table 4. Differences among Light Curtain Manufacturers
Description

STI

Sanner Engineering
Corp.

Sick Optic-Electronic,
Inc.+

Model#

VSS604& series

ME):\L6016A and
MEEL6032A series

FGS 1200-111

Beam Spacing

0.5'', 0.75", or 1.5"
0.38" or 0.75"
Or combination of beam Same spacing per pair
.
spacing is possible

Vehicle
Identification

0.28" (7 mm) or
0.79" (20 mm)

when at least a beam is
broken

when 6" or more of scan when at least a beam
is broken
length is blocked~

Response Time

6.2ms

18 ms

15 IDS

Power
Requirement

115 V ACor24 VDC

105-125 V AC

24VDC

RS-232 or RS-422

RS-232 or RS-485

RS-4&5

$3570•

S3 302••

$41&!•••

i

Interface
.

Cost
Note: •

'

The light curtains have been used in industrial applications only. They were not
aware of the light curtain applications under. toll plaza environment, and are
investigating the possibility.

• ++

The manufacturer requires that at least a 6" of scan length be blocked to detect
vehicle separation_ TransCore contacts in Orlando, FL mentioned that they have
redesigned the Banner light scanners for vehicle separation applications in the
Orlando Orange County Expressway Authority (OOCEA) toll plazas.

*-

The cost includes for a complete light curtain pair of 4' high with aluminum
enclosures and 0.5" LED beam spacing.

**

The cost includes for a complete light curtain pair of 4' high with enclosures and
0.375" LED beam spacing.

*** -

The cost includes for a complete light curtain pair of 4' high with enclosures and
0.28" LED beam spacing.
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CUIR contacted several toll agencies where light curtains are used for vehicle separation. A list of
agencies, overall observed accuracies, and other important comments are summarized in Table 5.
Every toll agency contacted that uses light curtains is pleased with the high accuracy and low
maintenance required. Few agencies mentioned that some of their light curtains (at pre-classification
positions) were run over by vehicles (especially when trucks changed lanes). Some agencies plan
to protect light curtains by installing concrete or steel barrie.rs close to the light curtain enclosures.

Table 5. Light Curtain Clients (Toll Agencies) io the U.S.A. Contacted by CUIR
'
Agency
Make Overall Accuracy Comments
Kansas Turnpike Authority•

STI

Very accurate*

Needed a heater to overcome
condensation problems

Metro Transportation
Authority, NY

STI

Very accurate*

Needed a beater to overcome
condensation problems

California Transportation
Corddor Agencies, Foothill
Corridor

STI

99%

Had no problems with fog or
condensation

Dulles Greenway, VA

Banner

Very accurate*

Snow piling caused problems

OOCEA,FL

Banner

Very accurate•

Used Rain-X on glasses to
minimize condensation.

98-99%

Strongly encourage purchase
enclosures from the manufacture

Greater New Orleans
Banner
Expressway Commission, LA
Note: *+

Either initial tests were done and the reports are not available, or do not know of any
tests and generally had no trouble with light curtains.
Kansas Turnpike Authority had tested both STI and Banner light curtains before
making a decision on the installation.

To function as a better AVC system, light curtains should be used with a device (e.g., treadles) that

could count axles. Light curtain and the axle counting device can co-exist on the same vertical plane.
While the light curtain detects and separates each vehicle, the treadles for example, can count the
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axles of each vehicle. However, a flaw e>Qsts in this configuration. That is, if a person walking
across the lane blocks the light curtain beams and tread on the treadles that would stimulate the
.treadle to count the action as an axle, the AVC system may identify the person
as a vehicle.
This can
.
.
be remedied by.having a loop adjacent to the treadle. Loops can diStinguish.the presence of. a vehicle
from a non-vehicular object (e.g., a person). Therefore, the signal from the loop can be used as a
double check before registering a blocked signal as a presence of a vehicle. Such a configured AVC
system can be used to classify vehicles into any number of vehicle classes (where vehicle class is
defined exclusively by the number of axles).
4.7

IDRIS

IDRIS is a technique developed to enhance the output of a vehicle detector. The technique has been
tested with a standard inductive loop layout and has been shown to identify individual vehicles in
a traffic stream. The IDRIS system comprises of inductive loops and associated outstation
equipment, network manager(s), and instation(s). It includes six algorithms to improve input data
quality and to collate and analyze the data. It can measure volume, speed, and vehicle length. During
the initial tests conducted in U.K., the IDRIS has exhibited a vehicle count accuracy of 0.2% under
congestion and of 0.01% under free flow traffic conditions.
Initially designed for automatic incident detection in multilane open highways, Peek Traffic, Inc.
feels the same technique could be used for vehicle separation under slow moving traffic conditions
within a single lane at a toll plaza. CUTR met with Peek Traffic representatives on July 9, 97 to

.

investigate this matter further. During the meeting the

repre.~entatives

expressed interest in

conducting limited field tests of IDRIS atAnderson Mainline Plaza in Veteran's Expressway.·
Currently, CUTR. is coordinating this field test with OTO and Peek Traffic.
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5.

SUlVIMARY OF FINDINGS

Through literature surveys, vendor brochures, secondary field test reports, and conversations with
. professionals, the following important points associated with AVC devices were found:
.

•

Active infrared technology exhibited good potential for vehicle detection during freeway
tests.

•

Doppler microwave technologies exhibited good potential for detecting moving vehicleS
during freeway tests. Data collection performance at the intersection site was poor.

•

'
Pulse ultrasonic technologies have moderate potential
for detecting traffic at both
intersection and freeway applications.

•

Video devices require extensive installation and setup time and are not as accurate as other
technologies. However, video devices have the advantage of offering a variety of traffic data
and surveillance information.

•

Video devices require extensive calibration over serial communication lines.

•

Lighting conditions were observed to affect some video devices, particularly during the
trl\Dsition from day to night.

•

Full-scale field tests on SAM are currently not available in the U.S.

•

Several agencies are still conducting tests on SAM's ability to separate/detect vehicles.

•

Currently, SAM units cannot be repaired in the U.S.

•

SAM units do not have any moving mechanical parts.

•

Many toll agencies have a growing confidence in light curtains.

•

Light curtains can detect trailer hitches effectively.

•

Light curtains have a very high accuracy rate (98%- 99%) in vehicle separation compared
to other AVC devices.

•

Light curtains have low maintenance requirements.

•

Light curtains can be used with treadles and loops for better classification accuracies.

•

Light curtains do not require a reference background for vehicle separation.
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•

SAM, Autosense II, and Sonar :Jrn.-500 units, if mounted horizontally,' require a reference
ba7kground (e.g., wall, large column, etc.) for accurate vehicle separation.

•

Light curtains, SAM, Sonar XR.-500, and Autosense.ll ~e eye safe.

•

Heavy snow, fog, and condensation affects the light curtain's functionality.
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6.

RECOMMENDATIONS

.·

Based on the findings
that the OTO focus its. attention
. of this limited evaluation, CUTR recommends
.
. .
on light curtains apd IDRIS as th~ future alternative means for vehicle separation (in continuing
comparison to the improved overhead ultrasonic transducer). With the deployment of SunPass,
accurate vehicle separation will obviously become even more critical. as other ETC agencies have
found. Light curtains are becoming the technology of choice for reliable vehicle separation among
other experienced ETC agencies. We feel this is a strong indicator of industry acceptance. The
recent breakthrough ofJDRIS shows tremendous promise in improved vehicle separation capability,
>

as well as other applications related to ETC operations. However, the findings and general
information contained in this evaluation are from secondary sources and we would advise OTO not
to unconditionally invest in this system wide technology conversion without fLISt-hand evidence of
accuracy and reliability under the current nine vehicle classification categories (impact of fog and
condensation are primary concerns), integration requirements, and maintenance requirements. A
preferred configuration in conjunction with triggering loops and treadles must also be confirmed.
At this point, due to Dade County's continuing software integration problems, consideration of the
SAM technology for vehicle separation should be put on hold. No conclusive fmdings can be
reached until testing is completed. (Since"this is the first installation of SAM in the U.S.A., CUTR
recommends not to disregard this technology totally).

In combination with site visits to existing light curtain installations (identified in this report), it is
also recommended that sufficient field tests be conducted under real-world traffic and environmental
conditions to confirm capabilities of light curtain and IDRIS in comparison with the improved
overhead ultrasonic transducer capabilities. These field tests should include at least two of the light
curtain manufacturers identified in this report, IDRIS, and Polaroid transducer. CUTR believes as
with the previous ETC testing, that these vendors would be willing to come to a predetermined test
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site at their own expense. In these tests, it is recommended that in lieu of the deployment schedule
for SunPass that the "winner" be declared the vendor of choice.

t
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List of Contacts

lk Dconis ICillio$'<

~h.r\d;~m.S

Dcpotlxn<ort ofl'hysb, Uftl.
nJ: Sl').974-399S

Syste:m Technician
An.du:;oo. Malnline Toll Plua, Vetctlt'\•• Elrpta$w.ay

•

llryanUttle
Coruvlt.v\l

Ttl: 813-91$·4875

Greater New Orleans Eqi'411Way Commission
Tel: j04-83S.3116 (X•131)

Scralo Aguilar
Applioation Engineer

Russ Macartl\y

Sctentifio Te~ologics,lno.
Tol: 800-221-1060, SI0-608-3400 (x-3lll)

· Oatifom.ia ThansportatioG Corridot Agencies
Footbi.U Cotridor
Ttl:714·SI3·3471

Pa.!Br.tten

DulcoEog"-

.Johol,f....,
T~DoU..Orocmny
TransCo:o

_..,....~~

n~ 61Z-S#-3164

Tel; ~1-1016

Made. Cantelli
Manaaec. &sia.ecrin£ and lntea;ntion
Ttansport3tioft Systems and Suvioo1
Lockheed Martin JMS
Tel: 5044S4•7600

Doo.C..Uon
Toll• System Project 1\.f.ana,gar

orSoo!h Florida

Dr. D:m Milkfkton
t

Profc;sor
Department ofCi:vlJ Ettginceti.na, Uni. TeaM A.&M
Tel: 409-845-1196
AJny Polk

T~ 9S4-S70-S39<>

Reseaceh SelOJ'tlst
Office ofMinncsot. Gv:idutar
Ttl: 612-215-0402

ICoy D. Dame<

Sanford So4ja

Offic& ofToll Operati~

Flori4a Department of'naruportatlon

~-

Pru*i.~l

Oon<li&ioD. Moailori.tl;g Systems ot AIMric.. Inc..
Tel: 562.-4'38-487?

Spc«n. Systc~X&S
Tol: 561-998-3160

s~mud ~nelson

Chulie Strack
Product ~fanagu
Sc.ie.ntiftc T«b.noloeiell, Ino.
Tel: 800-'121·7060, SI0-60a..341l

So\lt.M04tcm.RcgiomlMM.11gcr
Tr111uportatlon Systems aru:l Setvic:.u

IMkbced M;trCia IMS
Tel: 202·414-3720
Bob OclfUld
Mao~('.. E-Zpw.

Metro Ttusp«Ution Antbority
T~ 212-li70-6Sl3

Dr. Tom Walkc.r

Professor
O::parlmeol of&1omo~l)'. 'Uni.. Of'Florida
Tel: :JS:Z-39:1-1901
MaqitWcir

a..dosOillio<d

M~Gf&Cto(Secl« S~mt

Diltriet ).~u
Tampa R~gioaat Toll Office

Tel: S61-99C..3160

Tel: 813·975-6585

Brio Hampton
Salu Bngi.ncer
Sick Oplio-Bieotronio,Jna,
Tel: 800-3ZS-742S, 612·941.0780 (x-82.5)

.o.n,>llbm:U
Aj>p~<Won Eog;oeer
Daaner"~Oocpamion

Tel: 612,...$44-3164

D.. Haft
1••
Soulh Ftcrida Maial.tnanee Coo"""'*tor

Otnoe ofToll Op~tions, Florida O.putmtnt of Ttaasporbtioa.
Tol: 561-481·8866

_S).,._
Marty WiliUc ·

ChitfJn(orma.tion Of&tr

Kansas ~mpikc Authority
T~ 316-682-4531 (x-2100)

APPENDIX

B. . ManUfacturer Specifications for Light Curtains

•

Scientific Technologies, Inc.

•

Banner Engineering Corporation

•

Sick Optic-Electronic, Inc.
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VEHICLE SCANNER

Feat ures
• High~ profiling scannm for

scanning moving vehicles.
• Specifically designed for vehiclo
detection and classification in automated toll systems.
• Three beam spacings available:
0.5, 0.75, and !.5 inches (12.7,19.1
and 38.1 mm).
• Ma.,imum range of 80 feet (24.4
m), provides high excess gain when
used for normal lane widths.

• High degree of immunity to all
kinds of ambient lighting.

• Dt!ault mode suitable for many
applications.
• Towers serve as heavy duty environmental enclosures.
·
-Rugged stainless steel design or
aluminum with corrosion resistant
paint.
- Fan prevents overheating in sum·
mer .

- Heater for tho optical window prevents condensation and frosl
• Special software ignores small
objects such as snownakes while still
detecting narrow trailer hitches.

• Four separate outputs: RS-232 or
RS-422 serial data, parallel data,
relay and optional analog output
• Non-volatile RA.'I to store user's
settings.

1!4.!

PROfiLING SCANNIRS -

SCIIN1U'IC 11CHNOLOGIIS INC.

@·

CE

-

Description

STI's VSS6000 Vehicle Scanner is
a family of high speed profiling scanners spuifically designed for vehicle
detection and classification in auto·
mated toll systems. A complete
Vehicle Scanner consists of a trans·
miller, a receiver, a controller, two
tower environmental enclosures, and
interconnecting cablos.
The transmitter houses a linear
array of LED's (light emitting
diodos) while the receiver has a lin·
ear array of photodetectors. Each
LED and its corresponding photodetector form a beam. When a vehicle
passes between the transmitter and
receiver some of the beams will be
blocked, and the vehicle is detected.
'fhe Vehicle StaMer comes in
scanning lengths of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
feet (610, 914, 1219, 1524 and 1829
mm). Each length is available with
beam spacings of 0.5, 0.75, and 1.5
inches (12.7,19.1, and 38.1 millimeters) providing resolution of 0.75,
1.125, and 2.25 inches (19.1, 28.6,
and 57.2 millimeters) respectively.

CaJit 11800f221•7060 USA and canada

VSS6000 S1R1os PROFILING ScANNoRs - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Vehicle Separation

The VSS6000 provides a relay output for simple on or off vehicle
dete<:tion in separator applications. A
special sortv.•are function enables
reliable vehicle detection using this
simple control output.
Some less sophisticated vehicle
separators have difficulty distinguishing betw~n a tailgating vehicle
and a trailer following a vehicle.
When these systems are set to detect
small objects, they distinguish
between the tailgater and the trailer
but small objects such as birds,
insects, and even snowflakes can be
erroneously detected as vehicles.
When the system is set to detect only
larger objects they fail to distinguish
betw~n the tailgater and the trailer.
STI's Vehicle Scanner overcomes
this difficult problem with a special
software function that allows you to
set separate tum-on and turn-off
sizes for the outpul A high turn-on
size prevents false detection of small

system to perform this operation.
The outputs lor classification and
detection can be used simultaneously.

defaull Setup commands are fully
documented in the installation man·
ual, available upon request.

Custom Scanners .

Spectal Functions

For applications requiring longer
scan lengths or different beam spacing including variable beam spacing,
please contact STI. For appropriate
quantities, STI will consider cU.stom
hardware and software modifications
to the Vehicle Scanner system.

.

The Vehicle Scanner incorporates
many special functions. These are

built into the operating software and
can be activated through the setup
commands. A brief synopsis is pre·
sented here, and further information
is available in the installation manu-

al or by calling STI.
E.nvJronmentat Towers

To protect the scanners from the
elements and vandalism, the
VSS6000 has rugged environmental
enclosure towers. These are available
in 316 stainless steel or aluminum
with a special corrosion resistant

polyurethane paint. The enclosures
have a heater to prevent condensa·
lion and frost from building up on
the windo1v, and a fan to keep the
scanner from overheating in hot
weather.

DoubleScan - improves resolution
by a factor of 2 for some applications.
Sgnchronous, hardu;are and soft·
ware triggers -allows you to update
the scanner's outputs at regular
time intervals or upon demand.
Masking - allows you to manjpu·

late the reported status of each
beam.

obje<:ts as vehicles, while a low tum-

off size ensures the scanner detects
only one vehicle if the vehicle's profile changes to a narrow hitch and
then to the trailer.
C.tassiflc-ation

The VSSGOOO is ideal for integra·
tion into classification systems. The
scanner includes an 8-bit parallel
output and an RS-232 or RS-422
serial data output that can be used
for this purpose. An optional analog
output is also available. For these
.systems, the scanner provides a
series of measurements as the vehi·
cle passes. The classification system
records these measurements and
interprets them to determine the
class.
Note that the scanner does not
directly classify the vehicles, but provides measurements for an external

Ra~g o

The VSS6000 has a range of 80
feet, which provides an excess gain of
25 when used at the typical lane
1vidth of 16 feet. This gain minimizes
the impact of dirt and grime.on the
optical performance of the scanner.
Setup

The Vehicle Scanner uses a microprocessor to control the system.
Although the factory default settings

Screen - allows you to set a mini·
mum value to be reported.
Quiet mode - inhibits reporting of
repetitive zero values on the serial
data output, minimizing the amount
of data to be processed.
Delta mode - reports only
changes on the serial data outl)ut,
minimizing the amount of data to be
processed.

work in many applications, some

applications will require other set·
lings. Setup Is easy using a personal
computer or.an ASCII terminal. Alter
changing the settings you instruct
the controller to store them in non·
volatile RAt>!. A switch setting allows
you to start the scanner using your
custom settings or the factory

Heartbeat - forces serial data output reports at regular time intervals
in spite of Quiet and Delta modes.
Used to indicate the scanner is functioning e1>en if no vehicles are · .
detected 011tr a long time period. ·
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Specifications

Beam Spacing
.
0.5, 0.75, or 1.5 inches; 12.7, 19.1, or 38.1 mm. Other spacings available - consult
factory.
Scan Lengths
2. 3, 4, 5 or 6 feet; 610, 914, 1219, 1524. or 1829 mm. Other lengths available- consutt
factory.

Operating Range
16ft. (4.9 m) with excess gain of 25.
80ft. (24.4 m) with gain of 1.
Minimum Deteclabte ObJect
Beam Spacing
Minimum Ootectab-le Object•
0.5 in (12.7 mm)
0.75 in (19.1 mm)
0.75 in (19.1 mm)
1.1251n (28.6mm)
1.51n (38.1 mm)
2.25 in (57.2 mm)
' Nominal, varies wilh application.
Scan Rate
so ~s x the number of beams set plus 200 ps. When the serial port Is used to com·

municate excessively long data, the communication time may exceed the scan time.
Scan time will be delayed until communication Is complete.
Serial Communications
RS·Z32 or RS·422
19,200 or 38,400 baud rate.

Parallel Output
8 bits, 0 lo .s VDC transition. Sources or sinks 16 mA. Optional connection kll pro·
vides terminal block wiring for l he parallel oulpul (Model No. VSGSOO· PCK). Separate
DATA VALID blllndicates when outpulls in a valid state.
Analog Outpul Model no. AIC·02 (Opllonat)•
Selectable for -41o ·20 mA, ·10 to +10 VOC, or 0 to +10 VOC.
Analog Relay Card Model No. ARC·02 (Optional)'
Provides 4 relays driven by the analog output. Each ha~ an lndependenl P.Otantlomater
to set the 1um-on point, an Indicator LEO, and an SPOT electromechanical relay.
Parallel Relay Card Model No. PRC·OZ (Optional)'
Provides four relays driven by the parallel output. Each relay has SPOT conlacts
(raled for 100mA at25 VOC maximum) and Is driven by one bil of the parallel Oulpul.
Two cards are required to cover all eight bits of the parallel output Opto·isoiator outputs are available in place of relays (Model No. PRC·02S). (Opto·isolators are rated
for 40 mw max. power, 75 mA max. current, 40 V max.)

V £HICLE SCANNER V556000

Parallel Connecllon Card Model No. PCC-02 (OpUonal)'
.This card provides screw tenninal connections for the parallel output Standard connections from the controller board are through ribbOn connector pins. This card
allows for easy wiring without using ribbon cable.
' Oplion Cards
Each row of the following chart sho\vs one of the allowable c.ombinatioils of output
cards that.can be Installed. No olher combinations a,re possible.
AIC-02
1

ARC-02

PRC·02(S)

PCt:-02

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
2

Relay Output
SPOT; 25 voc maximum voltage. 100 mA maximum current. Do not use this relay to
control AC voltages.
Power Requirements

-Scanner
·115 VAC, 230.VAC<10%, 50/60Hz or
- 24 VOC • 2 VOC, 100 mV ripple maximum, 30 VA power consumption

- Environmental Towers
-120 and 230 VAC versions: 240 VA maximum
- 24 VAC versions: Scan Length
Power Requirements
24 1n. (610 mm)
SOVA
36 in. (914 mm)
80 VA
48in.(1219mm)
130VA
60 in. (1524 mm)
175 VA
Hardware Trigger
-Optically isolated input. Signal transition between 0 and .5 VDC at 10 to 20 mA
required. Positive signal is aetNa. Be sure to limit current to 20 mA maximum. Input
circuit does not provide limiting.
-If trigger persists for less than the scan time, then one updateof the outputs will

occur.
-If trigger persists for longer than one scan time, then the outputs will update contin-

uously while trigger persists.
-Minimum trigger time is 200 ps.

Transmllter and Receiver Cables
Maximum Length: 100ft. (30m)

Environmental raling

-

Scanner: NEMA 4, 12, tP 65.
EnvironmentatTower. NEMA 1.

ll!..rl.!

SCIENTIFIC nCHNOLOGIU INC.
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Temperature Rating
Scanners alone: 32• to 131•(o• to ss• C).
In environmental enclosures: -22"to 131"F (-so• to SS"C)
Consult factory If your application exceed these temperatures.
Endurance:.

· -X, Y,ZAJ<es
Vibration: o to 100 Hz
Acceleration: 10 G, 98 mfs2
Shock: 3 ft-lb, 4.1 Joules
Outputs
The outputs of the scanner can provide different information depending upon your
setup configuration. Most Vehicle Scanner lirmware versions allow you to set the
serial data, analog, and parallel outputs independently of each other.
- Serial Data RS-232 or RS-422
Binary or ASCII:
Status of each beam
Highest beam blocked
Size of the largest object detected
· Binary only:
Total number of beams blocked
Position of the center of the largest object detected
First beam blocked and the number of beams blocked for the
largest object detected.
Number of objects detected, the position and site of each.
ASCII only:
Position is the first beam blocked and size is the number of
beams blocked.
-Analog and Parallel Outputs
Total number of beams blocked
Highest beam blocked
Size of the largest object detected
Position of the center of the largest object detected
-Relay
DetecUon of any beams blocked
Detection of a minimum number of objects
.
Hysteresis to speclly the turn-on and turn-off points for the relay
Note: Vehlchle Scanner products meet the European directive on electromagnetic .
compatibility emission levels when properly Installed.• Normal operation may be
momentarily Interrupted under extreme electromagnetic disturbance levels spectlied
In the European directive. Normal operation will r~su_me .a~ ~oo~ ~ the_dlstur.bance is
removed. Contact STI for further information.

•
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Shipping Wolghls
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For complete systems including transmiUer, receiver, controller (with enclosure),
·cab\es, and env\ronmenta\ tower enclosures (approximate).

EnctOsuce Matettat
Aluminum

Stainless Steel

Selection Charts
Transmitters
Scan Length
24 inches (SIDmm)
36 inches (914 mm)
48 inches (1219 mm)
60 inches (1524 mm)
72 inches (1829 mm)

I

241n
61Dmm
84 1b
38.1 kg
90 1b
40.8kg

~

36 in

. 914 mm
• 1021b
46.3 kg
' 1101b
49.8kg

!

i

721n
1829mm
11531b
69A kg
1701b
77.1kg

Beam Spaeirig

0.5 in<:h (12.7 mm)
VSS6G24·0.SOX
VSS5036·0.60X

vsssoo-o.sox
VSS6060·0.60X
VSS6072·0.SOX

Retelvers
Scan Length
24 1nches (610 mm)
36tnch" (914 mm)
48 inohes (1219 mm)
60 Inches (1524 mm)
12 lnclles (1829 mm)

Scan length
481n
16Gin
1219mm . 1524 mm
120 lb . l138 1b
54.4 kg
61.2 kg
1301b
1150 lb
59.0kg
68.0 kg

0.751nch (19.1 mm)
VSS6024·0.75X
VSS6036.0.7SX
VSS6048.0.75X
VSS6060·0.75X
VSS6072·0.75X

1.51noh (38.1 mm)
VSSW24-1.50X
VSS6030-1.50X
VSS6048-1.50X
VSS6060·1.SOX
VSS6072·1.5DX

Beam Spaeing

O.SI.1ch (12.7 mm)
VSS6024.0.50R
VSS6036·0.50R
VSS6048·0.50R
VSS60EO·O.SOR
VSS5012.0.5DR

0.75 incll (19.1 mm)
VSSSOZ4-0.75R
VSS6036·0.75R
VSS6048'0.75R
VSS6060.0.75R
VSS6072.0.75R

1.5 inch (38.1 mm)
VSS6024·1.SOR
VSS6030-1.50R
VSS504a.t .SOR
VSS6060·1.50R
VSS5072·1.60R

Aluminum Envlronmental Tower EntloS\Ires
All en-closures include heater a~~d ventilation fan at1d yfC>tk lOt transmittus or ~eivers.
Operating Voltage for defJO$leJ and fan

Scan length
24 inches (610 mm)
36 inches (914 mm)
48 Inches (1219 mm)
60 Inches (1524 mm)
60 lnclteo (1524 mm)
721nclles (1829 mm)

120 VAC
VSS602HIIC.Al·AC120
VSS600HNC·AL·AC120
VSS604HNC·AL·ACI20
VSS6DmNC·AL·ACI20
VSS6060·ENC.Al·AC120
VSS6072-Eilc-Al·AC120

24 VAC
VSS602HIIC.AL·AC24
VSSSOOHNc-Al·AC24
VSS6048-ENC.AL·AC24
VSS6060-I!NC.Al·AC24
VSS6060·EIIC·AL·AC24
VSS6072·ENc-AI.-AC24

230 VAC
VSS602HIIC.Al·AC230
VSS6006-ENC·AL·AC230
VS$6048-ENC.AL·AC230
VSS6061WJC.Al·AC200
VSS0060·EIIC.AL·AC230
VSS6072-Eilc-AL'AC230

Stai nless Steel Envlronmontal Tower Enclosures
All enclosures include heater and ventilation fan and wor1< for transmitters or receivers.
OperaUng Voltage tor defroster and fan
Sean length
120 VAC
24 VAC
230VAC
241nch,. (610 mm) VSS6024-ENC·SS·AC120 VSS6G24-ENC.SS·AC24 VSS50e4·EIIC·SS·AC230
3Sincltes (914 mm) VSS6006-l:NC.SS·AC120 VSS5036-EN~S·AC24 VSS5036-ENC·SS·AC230

481ncltes (1219 mm) V$$604&-91~S.ACI20 VSS604&-91C.SS.AC24 VSS6048-ENC-SS4\C230
60 inches (1524 mm) VSS6060·EIIC·SS.AC120 VSS6060-ENC.SS.AC24 VSS6061HNC.SS·AC230
72 Inches (1629 mm) VSS607HIIC·SS.AC120 VSS607HNC·SS·AC24 VSS6072·EIIC.SS.AC230

Calh 118001221 ..7060 USA and Canada
'
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Conlrollor, Firmware, and Documentation
VSS6000-cTLfl2

VSS6000-CILR2·PCB
VSlHW1
VSS6000·DOC2E

Controller with HEMA 4 enctosure, for AC 120 or 230 V
Controller. clrcu1t bovd assembly (no encl6~llril) fOt 2~ VOC

Applications Ass1stcmce

Standard fimwtare for operating controller

the proper scanner or need to discuss possible custom configurations
please call our applications engineering department._

Documentation kit, including installation manual and
demonstrationfsttop software

If you need assistance in selecting

Cables

Coble length

Transmitter Cable

Receiver Cable

25ft (7.62 m}
50ft (15.2 m}

OCX·25

OAR-25

acx-5o

OAR-50

OCX-75
OCX-100

OAR-75

75ft (22.9 m}

100ft(S0.5m}
Options
Model No.

OAR-100

Descrlplion
AnalOg isolator Card: provides analog output orO lo +10VOC, -10 to
-t10VDC, or current loop ot -4 to -20 rnA
Analog Relay Card: pro•ndes 4 SPOT relays drl"'n by all3log output.

AI=
ARC-02

Each has a potentiometer to set the tum ~n point and an LED indicator.
Parallel Relay Cord: pro•tides 4 SPOT relays drl"'n Ill' parallel ou(put.
Each has an ktdk:ator LEO.

PR=
PRC·02S

Provides 4 opto Isolator outpul$ drlv$n by parallel output. Each has an
Indicator LED.

PCC-02

Paraltal Connection catd; provides screw terminal <:onnettions for

parallel output.
25194-DOtO
25194·0020

RubbBt mounting gasket for aluminum towers..
RU:bb&r mounting gask~t ror stainle$$ steel towers.

Orcloring C'hockli$1

For one complete Vehicle Scanner system order the following items:
• One transmitter
• One receiver (must be the same beam spacing and scan length as
the transmitter)
•1\vo tower enclosures

• One controller- specify if operating voltage is other than 120 VAC.
• Firmware kit
• Cable: transmitter to controller
• Cable: receiver to controller
• Documentation kit
• Any option cards.

n~•

C.l'lll!.,..,.t:',,. ..e,.uu"''"'r.::•a c
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A CAunoN
STI scanners are not designed for
and sh.ould not be used for personnel
protection (safety) applications. STI
has a wide range of safety products
' designed for use in these applications. Refer to the Safety Products
section in this catalog or contact STI
for information on these products.
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.MIRI·l\RRl\Y features

·

Lig ht Screen System

-- ·- ·

software'
displays for
analysis and sensor

The MINI·ARRAY•s programming
versatility also allows the user to
"blank" areas of the array to ignoreobjects that must pass undetccred
\hrough \he-ligh\ ctn·t~\n.

. r,~f"iuers a'.!~· receivers are available in

.. llrray lengths' ranging from 6 inches 10 4
~··__'feet in 6 iri~h increments. plus 5 and 6
foot• models:
All are available with
•·•• ••
' •
I
___either .375-inch (9,53 mm) or .750-inch
- (19.05 mm)' beam spacing, which
tfan.shue~ io e\ther 32 or ~ 6 beams per
.• foot, of •IJ'IY length. Sensors with
::; 3/8:inch beam spacing have a sensing
range of up to 20 feel (6.1 meters).
Sensors with 3/4-inch beam spacing
have a sensing range of up to 55 feet

(16.8 meters).

The Banner MINI-ARRAY is a
programmabJe measuring light screen
~ystem ideally suited for inspection
and profiling applicMions. lt excels at

~n

the fly product sizing And profoling,
!dge-guidillg and center-guiding, loop
reosion control, hole detection, pans
:ounting. die ejeet\on ver\facadon. ao.d
)imilar uses. Each system consists of a

:ontroller module, an
:mine-r and receiver, and
wo interconnecting cables.
rhe MINI-ARRAY's
:ompac1 controller module
ni\y be either factory Ol'

Jser programmed for any

System status. including sensor
alignment, is displayed via LED
indicators on bc:uh. the «Jntc-o\ler and th<:.
sensors. The controller moduie offers
two discrete oulputs (one reed relay and
one solid ~s tate de relay) which can be
separately assigned to any of the ten
measurement modes.

Utilizing the MINI·ARRAY 's serial
interface, up to 15 MINI -ARRAY
controllers may be assigned separate
IDs and either placed on an RS485
party line or controlled by a host,
Scannlng can either be set for
continuous operation or triggered by a
pl'esence~scnsing device connected to
the optically-isolated "Gate" input. In
lieu of a presence
sensing device. "Host
Mode" may be used, in
which scanning is
initiated by either
a host computer
or a prog.ta1nmable logic
controller.

Compact Emitters and Receivers

A complete MIHI-AI\1\AY system
includes the following components:
I

Model MAC-I controller module
(includes programming software)

1 c.a.

Sensors: emiuer and receiver of

equal length and beam spacing
(see model listing on page 6)

me or two of ten

neasurement modes and
my one of four scanning

nodes. Progmnuning is

'ccompHshed vin the
·on1roJicr"s built-in serial
nterface using a PC·ompat1ble computer
unning Windows" 3. I .
'v'indows' 95, or OS/2'.

2

Sensor cables (see available
lengths on page 7)

MINI·ARRAY™

Mea s u r ing L i g h t Scr een Syst e m

..

MINI·ARRAY Programming Features
• . 'I~·~ .. . • . ..
1
Output ~i
~~ji~
~mm\ ,inkin~ solid· ....
· ·tt~·

Measurement Modes

ihe MAC-I controller i$ a bl&Jllyversatile mlcrocontroller-based module.
Jt is configured using the supplied
Banner software via its built-In RS-232
interface. U$ing a PC-compatiblc.
compute r running \V'mdows• 3.1 or 95
or OS/1.". ihe B~ MINI-ARRAY
System may be programmed for any
one or two of the following
Scan Analysis Modes:
First Beam Blocked (FBB):
The eootroUer identifies the location of
the first blocked beam. Bc&ns are
numbered, beginning at the cabled end
or the sensor, Md continui ng in
sequence to the owosite end of the sensor.

Last Beam Bloeked (LBB):
The oontrollcr identifies the lout ion of
the last blocked beam.

! · ~'

L3st Beam Made (LllM):
The controller idct~tifies the location of
the last unblocked beam.
Total Beams Mode (TBM):
The controller totals the number of
unblocked beams.
Contiguous Beams Made (CBM):
The controller totals the number of
contig·uous unblocked beams in each
group or unblocked beams along the
length of the sensor.
All Data ( A.LL):
The controlle r passes all beam condition
dati.' for every scan to the serial interrace

(differcr\t) ana)ysis mode to Output 112.
For each. ~~iUI'a
. . ... lysi$ mode,. the.
follo\Yif!S ~tp~\ response cntcna may
be prog~~'·l
~~

l

~

•· ·\~··
,'1.,,..,~.-:;e

.

•

Set Poinl (Lo"•:an d High) determtnes
where withi~.i~d am.y the output(s) will
• •-:.' ·, ' ·A
respond. In' the case of total or
contiguous.'~s made or bloeked,
these setti~~ennine 1he minimum
and maxhn·u~;,;tmber of beams
required tO produce an output.

....._

Hystertsl.s (Low and High) detetmin~.s,

how much change must oe<:ur at 'eacn
set point to cause the
to change state. Hysteresis avc>id;
unstable outpt•t conditions
"chattering" of the output) ..·.;~~~j~
scanning condition exactly n
of the set points.

Vehicle Separation (VHS):
Controller output II Lis energized
wheneve r six or more inches of curtain

Contiguous Beams Blocked (CDB):
The controller totals the nurnbcr of
contiguous beams blocked in each
group of bloclced beams along the
lec>gth of the sensor.

Outpu t Programming

the first unblocked beam.

be assigJ~~4~t~t:Q~tput #l and a second

ror -analysis by a host computet. or

length are bloeked (i. e. - contiguous
be•ms bloeked), and de-energizes when
all beMnS become unbloc'<ed.

The controller identifies the IO<:ation of

state switc!J ~~ at 30V de max., 150
rnA maX.:1Q~.'~an analysis mode may

controller.

Total Beams Blocked (TBD):
The controller totals the number of
bloelced beams.

First Beam Made (FllM):

~=

..

Scan # is the number ofco1~ie~

scans of the array that are
before the associated o;~~~~~
The controller may be
from 1 to 9 coosecutivc seaJ\'.:•
data must be identical for
•• r,··;•.
consecutive scans in ~rde.f
...
·
..
.'; ;r ....' •.·.'~·:~
... . outputs 10 be updatOfl,
.

The controlle r offers two outputs.
Output #1 is a reed relay contact rated
at 125V ac or de maximum (MJVA
maximum resi$tive load). ~~: .
:.
-._(; ·~

... ....

·.: .~"

;:..
~
"(i:ll.
•:• ...•· • ""·;V)

..

. ..

.. . Output ~.l~beled ~AI~rm t~the
controller mOdule, cAn be
.
prosrammed to function as lhe .
~
al•rm output for the module's.,-"1::.¢;
self-diagnostic ~~j.try~
. whenever it j~ not .ass!gli~a tO· . • .
scnn analysis mod~,i.l'l)llti~etY, · •
Omput #2 m•{ be. progr~".'·~,~~..:1,~.
serve as~ lrig,ge;r trP.~ t t9.t~t~at~-~~:
the scan ~sequence of )lnO<her· ;;::t ~;..!
...
<~-- )!s ···
MINI-ARRAY _SyS<e.m. • f,~

..

··~~ ~ ~

. ·..: ·. ..

.,.,.~

. . .. .
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. MINI·ARRAY Scanning
..__. -··
,.....

Sca~~~~g~~~~s

~

~~! ~·;:;·~·~~.::.... .. .. , f~~ . .

·

The C?ntrol modUle. may be configured.-'< Edge Sc~n:acttvates only the beams
for aa'f Orle'o( four s~inning JlfQ.Q~~~:!~;.:;,~.,:H:>catcd n~f the top edge of an object
Qt;<~::cu::!• ~~·" <·which is iil:'the Hght screen. (NOTE:
Q1;o,~:)..,.r.o • :! l.:oko
\ ' •:
Straight Scan is the default mOde.:AUJ..: .. utop edgfi..refers to the edge of the
beams are. scanned:.irLsequence from
object pasSjng nearest to the top end of
tbe'ca~lc eila to. t\ic.j>pposjtcfeM 9fthe f!!" the sens~i¥~ i. e. - the top of the light
sensors. ·· ~·· :·: :-·-:-:~• !~' •~::.:.-.!I ~~::: .._ screen)
Each scan begins
six b¢ams
.
'
,
...___. · ... ··-- ..J ~-..J ~-- .._ · · · prior to $J,~Iast beam blocked during
~· '

IntcrJaced ScSif;;tl~~fes~,g~!~~~t :--·c;Jhe previ~~~:scan. The scan continue~
scan with a sran-ted:beam SC<ili.-1\.: : ;::::-:- -upward frcitn this point and ends at the
slanted-beam-:~1l;;~l;e"ifrls \Sft1l~i'l~e~~~ .. S::~first unbi~ked beam. Edge Scan mode
is desigciCd to reduce se.nsing response
established betJ/OO·i i the.'#2 emitter and
~he #l'?e'Ctl.VCT;ib11.!t1~~l.8J~fu1lf~&;-w;.:·~.~:~Y.~~#~1 measuring or locating only
4

#3 emitter and 112 ieeeive_r,:~9ntin!'ing
one edge of an object. Use of the Edge
to l:>ctwccn the las't cmirie~'iuid iteXt to
Scan mode limits the scan analysis
Ia" receiver. The l~t. cin)iiier is.then
mode' selection to LllB (Last Beam
reactivated to establish ·a.t>ea·m to 'the·~.~ ...' Blocked).
last Ieceivtr tO .io~p~~)'{tfi~;J~~~~;Y~~·~:t;· ·
Altemating;slah'ip~Jt~iJ1ff'¢~·.:,w·itJ\"~~':'·:.' Skip Scan quickens sensing response
straight scaDs ~~~t~fj~~?~9.~i,~;,;.. .
cime at the expense of decreased sensing
resolution. The Skip Scan mode allows
resolution within t~e:nudcjle one-third
from one to seven beams to. be skipped
'o f t~.e scanning ~i.§!~~Ce::~~~ t~~:figure·, below.
"'· ' · '1.\ ':·;..._ . .
during each scan. For example, with
~:·. ··. · : one beam skipped, only beams #I, 3. 5,
"''-: ./ 7, etc. will be interrogated. With two
ResolutiOn is inctaasad
:..... beams skipped only #1 4 7 JO etc.
in the middle 113 of ~e
" \viU be interrog'ated,
s~ ~n. •
range
..,
·
....... ........ ..... ,,
.'
·> .;, . c Controi$fscanning
~::: :'
.
"~e.
. ~
""'' ~e controller tno.~ule may be
for either c·ontinUous

and

Host Control
The MINI-ARRAY System can
communicate with either a host
computer or a controller via either RS232 or RS-485 seri.al protocol. The host
can direct the MIN1-ARRAY Systein to
scan on demand andfor receive the scan
data directly from the MINI-ARRAY
System in binary or ASCII form.
Se1ectabJe communication baud rates
are 9600, 19200, and 38400.

Programming of the
Controller Module
Configuration of the MINI-ARRAY
control module is done using the·
Banner-supplied software and an
ordinary PCcompi\tiblc computer.

Programmed system conti_gurations.
called "Parameter Setup Files" (or
PSFs), can be stored in the controller
module's non ..volatile memory. The
supplied software can create and store
multiple PSFs in computer files for
instant call-up of a particular
confl_guratiOI\ whenever it is needed.

The Banner software also offe~ two
other useful features. An Alignment
screen displays the individual status of
scanning: The
each beam along the entire length of the
GAlE
array. The same screen also
"'-,\"P''· ''' energized by application of summarizes
the total beams blocked and
JO
..9c!;''Gating is tYPically
unblocked and indicates the beam
using a de• presence
acc6rhpliShcd
•_y
• •
numbers of the first beam blocked, the
sensing device. Alternatively, die
fust beam unblocked, the last beam
MINI-ARRAY System may be ...
blocked, and the last beam unblocked.
programmed for "Host Mode" .._.
This screen is invaluable during setup
control, ,Yhich allows scanning to be
for monitoring and analyzing exactly
initiated by a host computer or a
what is being seen by the light screen.
. ~programmable logic contro!lci: (PLC),
The
second feature, a Diagnostics
.. -.··r •.
\':'<:;.
:
screen, indicates problems with the
., :.,; ,.
emiuer or 'he receiver.
~

.

MINI·ARBAr
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Sensors

201

7.9

143

5.62

133

5.25

BMELI8 .. A emitter 505
BMRLIS.. A receiver

19.9

448

17.62

438

17.25

BMEL30 ..1\. emiuer 810
BMRL30 .. A receiver

31.9

752

29.62

743

29.25

BMEI.A2..1\. emiuer 1115
BMRI.A2..A receiver

43.9

1057

41.62

1048

41.25

61.9

1514

59.62

1505

59.25

BMEL6•.A emitter
BMRL6..A receiYer

,,.

hU.~~~~;;if~
BMEL60 .. 1\. emitter 1572
BMRL60•. A receiver

MAC-1 Controller Module
100.0 mm

<

(3.94")

110.0 mm
(4.33")
Housing~---

38.1 mm square
(1.50")

Cables are ordered - - 1
separately (see page 7)

Module may be mounted directly to a surface
using supplied hardware or onto standard 35 mm DIN rail.

.

MINI• ARRAY™

Measuring Light Screen System

. . ...

"'WW.'"':.."'q<..:ni'Q;:.-:·~

·~~lg::}~:n~tt~'t~~;, ..::*
(6•~,. ~,
'rv
;!!:..~~....-.,.€' _.,._ .[:. ~
BM£L3016A Emiuer
BMR!-3016A Receiver
BMEL36i6A:.:.'£miiter

752 mm
(29.62 in)

.
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'·'~;,;9'0.5.'~ih\W~i- ··~;r•rr~

. . BMRL361~~; ~e'c;e,iver i1i:1}~§z:'jnt;, ·c·<·"'··"
1057 mm
56
BMEL4216A Emiuer
BMRlA216A Receiver
(41.62 in)
BMEL4816A Emit~r : '~ii'f'
BMRL4816A. ~eCeiVCT , ,_;;;_{jl;,/j'~'l!')..c · · ·' •"-·I'
BMEL60!6A Emiuer
1514 mm
BMRL6016A Receiver
(59.62 in)
BMEL7216A .Emitter :\ JJ!.N.':lJim" 96.BMRL7216A · Receiver ~}J}f:fLliJ~.
: ..

318" Beam Spacing

314" Beam ~pac.ing
0.6to 6.1 m (2to 20 ft) for sensors< 4 feet
0.9 to 17 m (3 to 55 ft) for sensors < 4 feet
0.6to 4.6 m (2to 15ft) for sensors> 4 feet
0.9 to 14 m (3 to 45 ft)forsensors > 4 feet
Nott: Moximum rnn,~e is spuifitd at the poitt! wllere 3x t:tcess gai11 rtmains
3/8" Beam Spacing
19.1 mm (.75 in)
Interlaced Mode: 12.7 mm (.5 in)•

3/4'' Beam Spacing
38.1 mm (1.5 in)
Interlaced Mode: 25.4 mm (1.0 io)•

*Note: Assumes uming is in middle Olle·tllird of scanning range (ste page 4)

55 microseconds per beam, plus 1 miJiiseoond pro..--essing lime perscwt
Emitter
0.10 amps max.@ 12V de

Receiver
318-inch beam spacing- 0.75 amps max. @ 12V de
3/4-inch beam spacing· 0.50 amps max.@ 12V de

Nott: Maximum tum'llf i:s for tJ 6-/()0l smsor

Sensors CQil!'.ett toro-.ooller using tw05<000.Ctoc quick disconnect cables (ore foc emitter and one for recciver),
ordered separntely. Usc only BIIMCr cables, whidl inco!porme a"twisted pair" for noise immunity on RS485 data
communication lirles. Cables l11f2SUre .32-i•>:h (8.1 mm) in diltme~er, and are shielded and PVCjacke>ed. Conductors
rue 20-gauge. Eminerand recei•·ercables may not exceed 250 feet, ..ct>. See bol10m of page 7.
Receiver
Emitler
Red LED Jights for proper oper.uion
Or¢en = sensors aligned (> 3x excess gain)
Yellow= marginal alignment (lx <excess gain< 3x)
Red= sensors misaligned or beam(s) blocked
Si:<: see Figure, page 5
Material: Aluminum, witt\ black anodized finisll: acrylic lens cover
R<~ting: NEMA 4, 13 (IP 65)
-20 to 7IJI C (·4 to 158' f); 95% max. rei. humidity (non-condensing)

MINI-ARRAY™

Measuring Light Screen System

·

· .. .

MINI·ARRAY Controller Specifications
16 to 30V de@ I.25 iunps max. (see current requirements for sensors); controller, alone,
(without sensors connected) requires 0.1 amp.
.

MJ.Nl·ARRAY sensor input (5 connections)~ emitter and receiver wire in parallel to five
tenninals. GATE input is optically-isolated, requires 10 to 30V de (7.5K input impedance} for
gate signal.

Outputs are inactive for S seconds afrer system power up. Maximum response time for the
discrete outputS are two scan cycles. A scan cycle rncludes a sensor scan plus any serial data
transmission. Serial transmission (jf activated) follows ovcry sensor scan.
Output I (OUT I)· Reed relay contact rated 125V ac/dc max., 10 VA max. resistive load (noninductive).
.
I
Output 2 (ALARM)· Open collector NPN transistor rated 30V de max., ISO mA max, shancircuit protected; may be configured as a second data analysis output. a system alarm output,
or a scan trigger output for a secondary device (e.g. camera, MINI-ARRAY etc.}. ·
OFF-STATE Leakage Current:
ON-STATE Saturation Voltage:

< lOpA@ 30V de
<IV@ lOrnA
<UV@ !SOmA

RS-232, RS·485, ASCU or binary data format,
Ba~d rate: 9600, l9.2K, or 38.4K,
8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 StOp bit, even parity,
Clear data may be suppressed,
Header string may be s uppressed in binary format,
Up to 15 controllers may be given unique addresses for RS485 pany line.
Via RS232 to PC-compatible computer running Windows• 3.1 or 95 or OS/2• operating system

and using supplied Banner software (see user manual).
The following status LEOs are located on tbe top surface of the module:
OUT I (red) -Indicates rhat Output I is energi•ed,
ALARM (red) -Indicates that Output 2 is energized,
GATE (red) · Indicates voltage is applied to GATE inpu~
ALIGN (green) ·Indicates sensors aligned (excess gain> IX),
DIAG I (green) • Indicates power is applied to the module,
DIAG 2 (red) ·Indicates receiver failure,
DIAG 3 (red)· Indicates emitter failure.

Size: see Figure, page 5
Material: Polycarbonate
Raring: NEMA 12 (IP 52)
-20 to +70°C (·4 to J58°F); 95% relative humidity (non-condensing).

Cables (2 required per system)
Model
Length
QDC-SlSC
4.6 m (15 ft) cable, straight QD connector
QDC-525C
7.6 m (25 ft) cable, suaight QD connector
QDC-SSOC

15.2 m (50ft) cable, straight QD connector
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size'oid~r:'large·or s(nall, utilizing·.;.
thc.mo'st"ailvanced'inamifacturmg ·
capabilities.[Ytc:can·:<leli:!~(iln~ _
o f . ·:
more than 1O.o<;l£.i>!~~!'1WMl just .
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. .
largest photoeleeuic sales ·and

s~pp~:~ ~~~-~B~~--~_.,t~e ~~~~. a .
coll~?'\~(t1!e.~~~st~'-s Jnost

WARNJNG! The!e photoelec-tric presence sensors do NOT include the selfchecking redundant circuitry necessary 10 allow their use in perSOnneJsafety
application.s. A sensor ot controller failure or malfunction can result in either
an energized or a de-enccgi?:cd condition.

knowledgeable
dtstributo'is
.• · :-<.):.... .
.
.., ..and sales
erigliiee~;;ai,:ail !:>J ·:w.or\dWi,de.
. . ·""'' -- " ·~ ...~ .~.. . "'~-~~lose !5y wlii'iever 'you're
locai~a. and we're-ready to help you
with your applications, plu.~ give
,.,.,
·...-.· ~tw~- .

Ne\'cr use these p:oducts as sensing d~vices for perso;tnel proteciion. Their use as a safety
device may create an unsafe condition which could lead to serious injury or death.

you excellent seJVice support. . ·.

Only MJNI.SCREJ;N", MULTI.SCREEN'", MACHINE·GUARD. and PERIMrrfERGUARO Systems, and other systems so designated, are desi$ned to meet OSHA and
ANSI ma<::hine safety S-tandards for point-of-operation guerdmg de\'ices. No other Banner
sensors or co-ntrols are designed to meet these s1anda.rds, and they must not be used as
sensing devices for personnel protection.

When you add it all up, you'll find
more value in Banner products.
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Safety Llaht Curtain
(Grid Principle)
t> HAZARDOUS AREA AND POINT-oF-OPERATION SAFEGUARDING . ~
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t> FULLY ELECTRONIC ~
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SICK devices are de~~eloped and
manufactured using generally
accepted rules of Industry and in
compliance with quality
assurance system ISO 9000.

l'
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1 General
I

General

·

·

.

.

.

FGS safety light curtains are active
opto-electronic protection devises
(AOPD) with resolutions of
14 mm or 30 mm.
SICK FGS safety light cur1ains are
self-checking (AOPD) and belong
to safety Category 4. They habe
been designed for industrial
applications and are characterized
by:

'

.' .

1>- High degree of reliability
,... Maintenance ..free components

1>- Practical size
1>- Sturdy modular construction
1>- Universal application
possibilities
1>- Simple installation ·

For practical application, the
following specifications ar valid:

f ig. 1. Threshold Values of an f GS Safety Ught Curtain

,... Maximum scanning range
1>- Resolution (object sensitivity)
1>- Maximum height of protective field
1>- Minimum height of protective field

6m/18 m

Hmm/30mm
1800 mm

300mm

The optical axis (center of exit window) is marked on the housing.

•••

Features

Special features of the FGS safety
light cut~ain are:

.,.
.,.
.,.

-·

.,....
.,.

Maintenance-free operation

Control reliable solid state
outputs
State of the art microprocessor
technology with custom·
designed !Cs ( ASICs)
Easy assembly and alignment
Internal terminal strips or
quick-disconnect
Long scan~ing range and high
resolution· ·

.,. SmaJI housing cross-section:
mmxSS mm
.,. 52
response time
.,. Fast
excess gain
.,. Large
Possibility to chain numerous
sensors (to prevent person
from standing bet'IN'een sensing

...
...

fields)
Construction in compliance
with EN 50 100 Cat. 4 (self'
checking)
Tested and approved for
Europe, USA and japan

I

l

3
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2 Application Possibilities arid Conditions
2

Application Possibilities and Conditions

~

.. .
. .. .
:1.1 Areas of Application
FGS safety light curtains can be
used for point-of-operation,
(Fig. 2), area (Fig. 3), perimeter. and
entry/exit (Fig. 4) safeguarding
applications with short safety
d istances.

·

Typical areas of application are:
..,. Presses in the metal, plastics,
rubber, leather and stone
industries
~

·.•,
f ig. 2. Point·of.Operat\o.n sa.feguarding with an fG'S safc.<;y tight curtain.

Punches in the leather, textile
and plastics processing
industries
~ Filter presses
.., · Trimming presses and cutters
~ . Processing machines and
welding presses
~ Assembly lines
).- Revolving transfer machines
~ Automatic assembly equipment
1> Paper cutting machines

·c

•

'

I

.

-4 I f'rg. 3. Hau rdous Area $afcgu~rding with an FGS ia.fety tight curtain

Fig. 4. Entry/Exit SAfeguarding with an FGS tafcty light curtain

l .l. Application
Conditions
The machine or system control
must be able to be stopped
electrically. The FGS monitors the
switching outputs for short circuits
between them or against +V.
The hazardous machine motion
must be able to be stopped at all
times.
When Installing the FGS, keep in
mind that reaching over. under or
stepping behind the protective
field to reach the machinge must
be made impossible (Ag. 5). All
pertinent regulations apply to
installation and operation. Local
authorities or the respective
industry associations are available
for techni~al safety questions.
Ag. S. The devices must be mounted $0 th.at the following arc not possible.; reaching
over, reachin,; undel' and standi!'ll behind sensln~ fields.
-

s

3 System Design
:1.1 Corner Mirrors
The protective field between
sender and receiver can be guided
around a corner using a comer
mirror (Fig. 6). This allows for
safeguarding two sides of a
hazardous area or point of
operation.
Note that this reduces the scanning
range 0.5 met~r per mirror. More
than two mirrors are not
FGSS

recommended due to the

alignment difficulties th'IS may
cause.
Fig. 6. HazardooJS area safeguarding with the FGS and a come r mirror.

The safety light curtain consists of
a sender and a receiver (Fig. 7).
Between these is the protective
field • defined by the protected
height and the scanning range.
The length of each system Is
dependent on the protected height
required. The upper and lower
edges of the protective field are
marked on the housings.
Synchronization between the

sender and receiver takes place
optically. i.e. electrical connection
between sender and receiver is not

necessary.
The FGS is a modular construction.
All optical and electrical
components are housed in one

.·.
6

Fig. 7. The FGS safety light curtaln COI'ISist'S of $et'lder ~nd receiver. Between these is the
·
. protective field.

sturdy, yet slim profile .

4 Theory of Operation
4

Theory of Op er~tion

The (infrared) light pulses coded by
the .sender are sent to the receiver,
which evaluates them. lf an object.
e.g. a finger or a hand(> H mm/
>30 mm). penetrates the protective
field. bolh outputs or lhe FGS switch
to stop the machine.
As soon as the protective field Is
cleared, the outputvohage
automatically switches on again.

.

.'

'
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4.1 Mo d e o f O per ation

The FGS operates in the guard only
mode with external restart
(automatic restart).lf other
functions should be requined, e.g.
PSDI mode (break mode), exiemal
relay monitoring, blanking, and
others,lCU (Universal Safety
Interface) devic.. are available. With
the addition ofthe LCU. practically
all applications are possible.

4.3 H ost/Guest cascade
( Daisy-Chainin g)

In order to effectively prevent
someone from standing behind the
sensing fields, one or several FGS
devices can be connected in a daisy·
chain configuration. External switch·
ing is not necessary. Any desired
combination is possible, ror exam ..

4.1 LED lndica~ors
F'~g. 8 shows the function of the

Indicator lights on lhe FGS.

pte, a 1200 rnm devke with 11 mm
resolution for finger protection. with
a 300 mm slave device. with 30 mm
resolution to prevent someone from
standing behind seming fields.
When using the LCU·Pwith 'mixed"
daisy-chaining (e.g. host scn1or with

14 mm resolution with a guest sensor with 30 mm resolution) ilis not

permitted to use the guest sensor as
a point~of-operation guard.
Wheh using the daisy-chain option,
t:ake notice of the following:
,.. Maximum total number of
beams 240:
14 mmresolution- 25 mm/beam
30 mm resolution - 1s rnmlbeam
,.. Maxiroom able lengths between
Host/Guest devices:
300 mm (shielded)
,.. Protected height incremenu:
'ISO mm, beginning with 300 mm.
Fig.9 shows the required c:omponenu.

Hos:t Sensor

~fi&;:_-;9;-,:M: ;:di:; :~:;:ONJ:=;-:!';-:,r<: u: ~-;:board-:-: :-;:IA-;ho-:-:st-se-n-:,.: ,:--.nd-:-oo-mponet1<1
----:lor:-<lo;:-.:-rt'<:-h&lo-:-----~..,_-------------.J I 7

5 Mechanical and Electrical installation .
j The guest sensor, unlike the main

4.4 Diagnostics

' sensor, has no indicator lights. It is
not designed to be used as a stand' alone device. The Host/Guest
j sensors with accessories are already
: prepared for daisy-chaining.

The FGS has a service indicator that
prpvides quick diagnostics. This
gives information regarding:
,.. signal loss

I

..,. receiver interference.

I

..,. sender interference

I 5 .: Mechanical and Eledricallnstallatlon

.

I

s.J General
The FGS can be used in '!'Y
I environment (IP 65). Regulation
safety distances as well as an
adequate protected height should
be observed. Special attention
should be given to the danger o f
reaching over. under, or standing

I

behind sensing fietds to reach the

point of operation. This must be
prevented mechanically or covered
by another optical safety device
(e.g. FGS daisy-chaining).
5.1.1 Safety Distance t o
the Point of
Operation
The safety device requires a certain
minimum distance between the

· · ·... , ·

Interferences can be located using
the different blink intervals.
Detailed d iagnosties are available
using a PC (laptop, etc) em the
data/diagnostic interface. Software
for this is an option available
from SICK.

·· ·

.·

Resolution
14 mm
Apptoach speed 2000 mmls (150 ms + 15 ms)
+8 (14 • 11 mm) =
2000 m/s:
2000 mm/s ·16S ms + 0 mm =
S< SOOmm
330 mm
Approach speed 1600 mmls (300 ms + 15 ms)
+8 (14 • 1< mm) =
1600 mls:
1600 mm/s · 31S ms + Omm '""
S> 500 mm
504 mm
Table t Examples of safety distance.s S.

sensor and the point of operation.
This ensures that the point of
operation can be reached only
after the hazardous motion has
been stopped (Fig. 10). The safety
distance (according to EN
999
and 294) is dependent on the

ns,

Mi&d!e of Depth of Protective f'".eld

Top of tool

' ·

·" · .
30 mm

2000 mm/s (50 ms + 1S ms)
+8 (30 - 11 mm) ~
2000 mm/s · 65 ms + 128 mm-=
258 mm

1600 mmls (0.150 s + 15 ms)
+8 (30 • 14 mm) =
1600mmls · 16S ms + 128 mm =
551 mm

,.._ machine stop time
I> response time o f the safety
device,
,.. resolution of the safety device,
,.. hand speed.
The machine stop time is a
measurement of the machine,
hand speed is 2m/s at up to 500
mm minimum safety distance; 1.6
mls if the minir:num safety distance
is greater t han 500 mm.
Safety distance Sis calculated
according to the following formula:
up to S $. 500 mm:
5 = 2000xT + 8 (d-14)
if S>500mm
S = 1600xT+8(d· 14)

'l'o M)(d tt>.e possibility o(SUnding
bctw«n the prot~ve field :~r.4 t'Ft<:

mm
a

point of opetatfon, this disunoo must
be ma..inuinc.d.

Fig. 10. Cktcnnining machine S1opping time and safety distanc~

·

S = safety distance in mm
T = total response time in rt:\S
(machine stop time + FGS
response time)
d = resolution
This results in safety distances as
shown in Table 1.

5.1.2 Distance to
Reflective Surfaces
•

0

.Reflective surfaces that are present

in the sensing field of the sender and
receiver can cause reflections that
may result in an object not being

detected (Fig. 11). Therefore, a
minimum distance (a) must be kept
from the renective objects the
optical axi.s (straight-line connection
FGSS/FGSE). The distance "a" is
dependent on the distance between

to

the sender and receiver unit, and on

the alignment of the devices (Fig. 12).

fig. 11 CorrectinstalbtiOt\,<OOe<:tlyaligfled. No optical $hOrtcircuits. Theob}ectis reliably
dete<:ted.

5.1.3 Multiple Safety Systems
per Application

Sarcty Oista.n.c:e "a"

When using two FGS systems per
application. the systems should not
be allowed to innuence each other.
Since the light beam diverges, their·

soo

,.;.i<p/,---:: !}:"

300

increasing distance between FGSS
and FGSE. However, the light beam
should be received only by the

FGS~

- ·- · .
ro--.,··
· -· -·

ff--

cross-sections become larger with

· -~-
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f:orresponding receiver: In order to

----

1QO

rule out the possibility that receivers

00

will receive light from the wrong

20

sender devices, their alignment must
be taken into consideration during

installation (Fig. 13).
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fig. 12. Safety dis-tance .a• relative to operating range.
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Fig. 13. lnstaflln_g 2 FGS $)'Stems next to ezch other.
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Ad"JU$t•ble ~~with sbocl mour

FCSwith •djustabte brad:ct

Put No.7 021 318

whh ll'lo<k mCNnt

Fig. 14. FGS moun~ng options: adjustable br.t.<ket, l -bra<k.ed and bl'1tktd with shotk mount.

,S .2 M ech anical Mounting

10

Axed L· brackets are included with
the devices or optional adjustable
damps and •djustable damps with
shock absorbers one available for
mounting the sender and receiver
units (fig. 14). FIXed brackets can
be used whert no large medlanial

tolerances must be compensated
for. The adjustable damp allows the
sensors to be adjusted
horizontally± 2~

Brackets with shock mount can be
used to reduce vibrations (e,g. on
·
stamping presses).
The brackets one attached to the
sender and reaiver using T·nuts.

S.3 Electr ical Instal lation

.

Connecting the FGS tompon<niS is
simple. Shielded cables are not
needed. Cable lengths up to 60 m •~
penmitted (over-voltage protection for
level 3 and hlgher (IEC 801). see
Technical Data).l \e sender is
connected to the machine control
using a S·conductor cable, the receiver
using a 7-<0nduaor cable (fig. 15). The
maximum wire crossseaion ts:
tS mrn' without jocket; 1 min' with
jacket. Both components have an
internal terminal strip in the plugable
upper end·cap . As an option, the end·
cap can be equipped with a DIN
Cj\lkl<-d'JSCOnnect receptade.

.
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The <lCtemal voluge supply must.
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5.3.1 Te•t Input (Sender)
The FGS switches to the green
oondition after the supply voltage has
been appl'oed and the automatic
power·up test has been completed. If
an external test Is desired. a contact
(normally-closed) can be connected at
the test input (MCC = Machine
Conttol Contaa ). Mmnum opening
duration> SO ms (fig. 16)
Continuous current during closed test
Input: 12 mA, ln·rush current when
dosing: 150 mA (20 !")Test input open m lesting =
O utputs on receiver inactive (red)
Test Input closed • No test •
Outputs on receive< active (grw!)

•

'

' 'l.ll'!•
~·--=

Both components a.-.; supplied with
24 V DC (± 20 %). Power supplies
are available where needed. The
power consump1ion of the entire
system is. depending on the protected
height and resolution. between 0.9
and 1.SA.
accorping to EN 60204, maintain
power for 20 ms (Umin 18 V) in
the event of a power outage. Power
supplle.s are ....-alt.ble from SICK.

E

.

..

"'

Ag. 1S. FGS cable <on.ncction.s

.

'

FClSS

.

.

- - - · --:-1
1

..

3\
1 :

2:
1

-

I

=
--· -· J

fis, 16. FGSS Sont!« c:ontlC<!ion diatnm

+2i V

) .... J

.
0<

:}.

Wl <ontact

IN

Pf

.

II

"
FGSE

--- ·-- 1·
.
3

..

!

I>

I

i

+24 V

2~~O.SA

4
---'- -t1Jo----C'-fj...!1-, !max= O,S A

..

1>

..

..

5
6

~
' 2tRS•a
s

!I

r (LCU/d1o,nostks)

2'
_

-

___ __ _ ..J'

Pf

Fig. 17. Connectiol'! Ol~ram or FGSE Receiver.

5.3.1 Swlt<hing Outp uts
(Rece iver)

The ou1put voltage U, of each
channel depends on the supply
vokage Uv and the switched load
and is at least

U, =U. -2 V
Both OUipUtS OSSD 1 and OSSD 2
(OSSD "'Output 5i&nal Switching
Device) are contro l reliable,
monitored solid state outputs and
dete<t, short circuits to +V. The
oUiputs can carry a maximum O.SA.
and are short circuit protected
(Fig. 17).
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5.3.3 RS-4 85
Comm unica tion
lnterface·Diagnostics

This interface serves to
communicate with the au•iliary
device LCU-P (optionol).lfthe
LCU·P is not use<l, the connection
is not used.

For detailed ~tem diagnostics. a
PC (laptop etc.) with

corresponding software can be
added. The software (disc) can be
ordered from SIO: and uses a
Windows version 3.1 or higher.

6 FGS Safety Light Curtain Specifications ·
.

FilS Safety Light Curtain Specifications

6

Protected Height .

300 :.. 1800 ,;,n,

Scanning Range

0.3 ... 6 m I 0.3 ... 18 m

Resolution

14mm/30 mm

Enclosure Rating

IP 65

Supply Voliage Uv
Max. 1\esldual l\ipple

24 VDC±20%
5 v..

Power Consumption

0.9 ... t S A (no·load)

Synchronization

optical, without separate
synchronization channel

Outputs
Min. Output Volt>ge

2 x PNP. 0.5 A, shon cir<uit protected
Uv - 2V

Response Time

:=:; 15 ms

Connection

Max. wire Cross-Section
.
• . ! '-~.
Cable Length

1 mm2 with jad<et
1.5 mm2 without jacket
60m
Pl'otectlon ag3inst (lver-vo!tage ~ 1 kV)
&om L..,ell

orh:sner QEC801 pa<t5: 2 kV)

between PC. and +V

Mode of Operation

Guard only with external restart

Safety Category

Type 4 (self-checking)

Requirement

according to EN 50 100

Operating Ambient Temperature

o... +ss• c

J>:Jr Humidity

15% - 95% (not condens'1 ng)

Storage Temperature

- 25 . .. +70° c

Dimensions

Length dependent upon protected
height;

Height
Housing Cross-Section .

.

see dimensional drawings.

52mm x55mm

.

.

ll

7 Dimensional Drawings
7

Dimensional Drawings

·

PG Connector or ---....

Qukk Disconnect
(approx. 100 mm
space tequired for
plugging in)

Dimensions In mm

li)J -~ - 1
M

u

< "'

I.

--l1S')L

I

-l21.$L

52

.. ®

~
~

Optiul Axis = Center of exit window
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A

FGS 300
FGS 450
fGS 600
FGS 750
FGS 900
FGS 1050
FGS 1200
FGS 1350
FGS1500
FGS 1650
FGS 1800

300
450
600
750
900
1050
1200
1350
1500
1650
1800

8
384
534
684
835
985
1135
1285
1435
1586
1736
1886

c

D

224
374

80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
-80
80

5~4

675
825
975
1125
1275
126
1576
1726

'
8 Connection Diagrams
8

Connection D iagrams

8.1 Conneetlon Diagram
for Terminal Strip
Fig. !8 shows the pin connections
for the FGS te rminal strip: left,
sender; r\ght, receiver.

. ..

.

.

.

s

.

'

E

litttfitin liftiDiln

8.2 Conne ction of DIN
Connector

Rg. 19 shows the conneaioos for

1 23 ~~67

123~ 567

1 234$4 7

12 3 4

~>i)ii~ ~~

"' .;.:!i~
~>~
o~-~

~

""

o,_,_

the 01 N connector.

&......

...

FGS

s6 7

:2:2

FGS

Fig. 18. Pin <OMections lor termin.ll strip: left. sender; rf:l'lc, receiver.

s

E

_ .. ..., 1

-·.., 1

) - +24V

I'

• •).1 ~~D
1•
I• 2
1- ) - fN

__ )

•7

>---;...-

h
'
• l.t
•
• IS
•6
• I• 2

+24V

f\ f\

}RS1ss

1-

__ l•

)

fN

+
.

Ag. 19. Pin <Onncaions for OIN connector: left. scndtr; l'ight.. rectiver.
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9 Selection of an. Opto-Eiectroni<: Safety Device
9

Selettlon of :>n Opto-Eiettronlt S:>lety Device

In the selection of opto-electronic
safety device, proceed as follows:
1

I

Regulat.ions!
Look up the regulations and
standards applicable to that
particular application.

! local authorities and professional
. ] organizations assist here.

i'

Operating Range!

j Determination or required
• operating range.
The operating range corresponds
with the width of the area to be
safeguarded. The operating range
should be chosen so that danger
points a~ accessible only through
the protective field.
Corner Mirror?

Using a comer mirror offers t he
possibility to safeguard two or
t hree sides.
Using corner mirrors reduc~s the

maximum scanning range 0.5m per
mirror.

Protected Height!
Determination of required
protected height.
The protected height must be
chosen so that danger points are

accessible only through the
protective field.

.

] 9.1 FGS Selection Table
\ Modot

Roso1"tlon

' FCS-s 300-11
I

Part No.

11

1 012 ;oo

-21

30

1 012 600

! fGS•E 300.111

14

1012 SOl

I

>() ·

1 012 601

-21

Sl.2 Corner Mirror
Selection Table
Type of Mifrof"

·-

FGS·S <450-11

1'1

t 012 502

·21

30

1 012602

PNS 80
PNS 120
PNS 200

Range Protective field
3m
6m

12m

~~---=~----~ ·

Vvhen ordering. p1tast indkate protected
height.

; FGS·E·-.~
~~.1~1--~1~.----·~.~
01~1~~~3---1

'
· · ~~~~·2~1--~)=
0_____1~~~2~~=0Ll~l
,.
!
9.3 Accessory selection
11 14
1012 50
.
·21
30
1~l60<
:
table
• rFGs-s ~

',

.FGS•£

i

600.11
·21

1'1
30

1 fGS·S

1 012 SO:S
1 Otl60S

750·t1

11

1 012 506

.

-21

30

1 012 606

!

FGS•E 750·11
·21

1'1

1 012 507
1 012 607

·21

'. FGS·E 9(:(1-11

30

1 012600

FGS·S 10)0·11
-21

14
30

1 012 510
1 Ol2 410

; fCS·E tOS0-11
·21

'14
lO

·1 012 511
1 012 611

.!-:--.- · ···--·-·-·-~- ·· ·- .

Part No.
L~Mounting

- -·- - ·

t

Bn<:ket,lixed •) 7 021 352

Mounting. Bracket. adjunllb1e 7 021

30
' ~~~~--~~~
, f"GS·S 900·11
11
\ 012 50S

Mounting, 8ra<ke1, adj11st<Jble,
with shod:. rtloont

351

1 021 H8

t Termin.al h9using with
,.;
1 or~ SM
I PG and Terminal Strip•)
7021 313
'~----~
-21~~)~
0 ----~1~0~
11~6=0·~ ~ ~--------~~---------

1

I

FCS·S 1200·1\
H
1 012 Sil
,I~~--~~--~----~==~--1
30
1 012612
·21
I: FGS·E 1200·11 H
1 012 513
·2:1

30

1 012 613

~s-s 11so-·n

·2'

14
30

1 0\2 s11
1011614

1 FG$-E 13~0-11

14

1 012 515

·21

30

1 012 615

FGS·S tSQ0-11
-21

14

1 OUS16

10

1

fGs-E 1500-11
-21

H
30

1 012 517
1 012 611

FGS·S 1eoo-11

14

1 012 520

-21

30

1 012 620

FGS•E 1E00·11
-l1

,.

1 ~2 521

30

1 012621

on &16

Please order devices intended for
daisy-chain applications (host sensor
/guest sensor) separately.

16

,

i

Tcrmif\31 hQvsing with

OIN Conl'le<tor. Sen~r

DlN Connector, Re<:eiver
Cable Socket. straight
C~ble So<ket, right·ang!f!

7 021 353
7 021 354

6 006 612
6 00~ 613

Power Supply 93 ... 265 V AC

24VDC,2.5A
24VDC.4 A
AA 60 Alignment Aid
FGS Mechanical Adapter

6~0361

•

6010362 :
1 012 S22
2 016 629

l.
1

L-------------------~--~:
•) Standard, untcss ¢t,he1Vtise indicated \

I

10 Weight of Systems
10 Wolght of Systems

.

The values in the chart. below are
weights per system (Sender plus
1Receiver). Each component covel'S
1approx.
SO o/o of the total we ight. There is
no difference between 14 mm and
30 mm versions.

I'
l

I•

I

.....- . . ...1gb

Wt13M/syrtem

[mmJ

(~]

I

300

2,8

450

4,0

600

5,0

I

750
900

6,0

I
J

'\

1050
1200

7,0
8,0 .
9,2

1350
1500

10,0

1800

13,4

II

I
I
I

'

I

11,2

I'
•
!'
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I I Instruction Label, Checks

II Instruction Label, Checks

.

The Instruction Label (Fig. 20) must
be placed a.'ter mounting and
adjustment of the FGS (self
adhesive). It must be easily
accesSible and readable. An ideal
position· is the machine body
near the sender or receiver.

Proceeding the cycli<: checks allows
to discover manipulation and not
permitted modifications.

FGS instruction plate
~~~.~ln<~l·olling and comeclrg liP· '*""<ve 1he FGS le<:hrO:ol

I<

and cperol'og lns!ructlons..

ltsl tlg Ill bt (Ofl'ltd r>.l f'.l'f 11)C':IOIC:I s !OTI lOl'ltl't t t<IJffa 1'1 lilt 9J~tl~~ (I
ltQJCI ~

I C:.' ? _lo te tO'I'IN WI II)' 11\r CIIX~IGI'S tt~ttt ~1011 (lel(ft ~/1'14 ~!It

e Tl\f ()f«oo;.IOtl htl~ COI'9h 0'\ h l~llef <Yd lt(ff•~ 11"1 ~ n.~ OQ'tt
• rrw ttst w t lc:r ldl I>Ot o~ltt. a.tt l1e~t "ott ) M l tot ~d • lhn
CA'Oietftcn I~ 110'~. ol flail cWoX·t ttl wttn lr<)n9;..!!er O"d lt(e-<tt
..nts. ~1>1)' lllr0o.9' ~ >oh:llf ~t(l<W\ ~~ l>.tl"'} 1M ()fO{fWt . Cflt,

ttd ~ lo1p ~1 I JJ!V"Cll'c II ~ O't'fot t:T ytkw $9\0'! let'(llq't$ \0 Cl
tven. tnt ~C(t. It-En lt'4 nxl'lllt ~~ ~ lo"';.CJ to: usco

• lhrt ~t ~ o:ta

~~

tt poltetto

e frlt
OJ'

SQJt 6:1tor.c:t -..e;l bt tv.;~ 1'1 O::CO'~t <w~lll J.'le Oi'IC(S ()ft)'f()e(l
lf'lt taQCIItlt ~ICCII,I't(

FGS 14 mm resolution with LCU-P
Allenllcrl : If q:~et¢1v'9 ...t..'l lt().(t(l t(-;t'ul(l"( lilt ~' 041o""q; ~sl 01:
oowtv~ n ectO"clo"<t •ll'llh: t~ reosdutO'I
R~lQ"' ct~ IO

0

o )?M

2'1 '""'

Function of the indicator lights

1

~WI

Prolto::ltd aco

2

«''I

Pte/«.1~

lrt~t, oJp..t o:lh'e

OttO r.l tl'f'll;tfd. Wlp.:.l t'IJCI<Yt

)

'ftf"h#

Pt<Ueltd CffO l fet. C\11~1 NCIII't

(

OIIXI

Orl II'!Ooo~ I~

s

O':t~

V((logt Qtl

6

)t(c10

~ DC~

Ot<lri'lg I ltoe lf(lfll 111tli:lltooS Ol llll' opt(<' h!-:.4 C.f t crt, IO bt <ltoned
4101~

0o nalt.nt onHS<Yt f l Dtf'OSI~ SlbslcfiCH

Fig. lO. l"Stl\lct;on Lobel
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12 Trouble Shooting

.

I 1. 1 Rating Label

'

'

-

Before the electrical connection.
check the equation of the local
supply vokage with the data on the
Rating label (Fig. 21).
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Fi& 21. Rating Lab<l

12 Trouble Shooting
Component

Appearence

Identification

Action/Checks

sender

no LED lights

$upply missing

CQnne<t $Upply vo!uge

Red lEO lit,hQ
ytUow LEO off

Sendet doc:s

Ten l.nput open !

no LED lit,hts

suppy mi.sslng

conn~«

ft.c:d LEO lights
wid:lout beam
bre::tk

System out of

Check adju$tment

Receiver

ooc send

~(ijunmtflt

~ -T~t

.

-

Sender open
.,

1~~~.Signol

Indicator lighu

-- -- Cl~e Test

r-- - - - - Sender doe$
not ;<:nd

.

.

Input on

.

;upply voluge

Input

- --

- - - -r - - Sender defect

D ire ~itt· up on

ctean ExitWindow

Sender/Recelvu

~I!!!QSln.ss,OC - - ~n~~2~- -

t- - - - - -- - - - - - -

~k interval 3~ _ _

~~er,_!!!~~ _ _ _ _

2or more LED
are bllnldng
synchronlou~lt

~nder

defe«_

SystQm c:f.decc

___

.

1------- - - -·- -.
-
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APPENDIX

C.

Manufacturer Specifications for IDRlS

•,

Evaluation of Automatic Vehicle Classification Systems

45

.

ldris~

Data Enhancement Techniques
A breakthrough which enhances vehicle detector
output has been developed by WS Atkins and
Diamond CQnsulting Services. The enhancement
techniques are embodied In several algorithms
designed lor use in roadside vehicle detection
equipment such as outstations lor incident
deteclion systems, classifiers, census/survey
apparatus and outstations for tolling.

0

0

This technology has bean licensed to Peek
T raffic, world leader in detection technology.
Pee~. supplies a DBFO outstation which is
capable of meeting the UK Highways Agency's
full specUication for shadow tolling equipment by
combi ning all the known advantages of the
inductive loop detector with the enhancement .
techniques.
Initially t ested with a standard inductive loop
layout, two loops per lane, the techniques are
applicable for any number of lanes. This addition
to the ldris family enables Individual identification
of all vehicles, irrespective of their position
across the roadway or relative to other vehicles.
This results In the following features.

Idris
Count Accuracy

Test Site
~·:

No.
Lanes

• The vehicle count accuracy has only 1 in
10,000 (0.01%) error in free-flowing traffic and

free Flow

Congestion
No. of
Vehicles

Error

No. of
Vehldcs

Error

··,:.- t-..~9. ~:.....;.

~ A55 : .,<'.'.•,.:.;: ~~·;···
i North
Wales
·~t-.1'.
• ••
- •• • •
•
•

2

N/A

N/A

>10,000

0

J:A34:·~ ;)fr",.tt:,fi· {·.t
'
-~..... . if;., ..
>''
..~Wine
, . . ~ ....·ster
,,_ .x''.....

2

N/A

WA

>20,000

0

4

23,043

3

$1,591

2

-~·A...:.;,"<-'$:~"~'i

·~

25 ·~(·. ·!~- . f:·

•:WeSt
L.OnetOO ~··
.!, , •' • ' • . • • • •

:'" •N'iul<.•;r: ";,.' !"1 \·;

...ConQestloh .?_:.
"~!'•')•,. -~·....···· · ~ '

' •:, ,';;;(;, ,uJ,:.::,.-.j.~:~~

.

..f.r.ee-1}~
:-(•\\',
.. , ......

conges tion ~

measured over

• Vehicle speed is measured ·accurately and
consistently l or all speeds, regardless of the
vehicle's lateral position In relation t o the
sensor site. The accuracy is reduced when
only one loop of the pair is operational.
• Vehicle length is measured accurately and
consistently at all speeds even In congestion,
and regardless of the vehicle's lateral position

Compari.$On or Actual Accuracy Against Spceilication
SpcclficaUon

1 In 500 (.2%) in

any time period.

Actual

in relation to the sensor site.

1 in 500

0.2%

3 1n23,000

0.013

1 in 10,000

0.01%

2 in 51,500

0.004%

• The accuracy of vehicle speed and length
measurements Is not restricted by previous
limitations imposed by the scan rate of the
detector.
·
• Tailgating vehicles can be Identified and
discriminated from towi ng vehicles i n a//
conditions, Including. congestion.
• Two similar vehicles in adjacent lanes are

differentiated from one vehicle straddling two
lanes.
• The coun t accuracy Is Improved by
discrimination between signal oversplll into
th e adjacent lane and a real vehicle
alongside.

Data Enhancement Techniques
These techniques represent a leap lorward in dete<:tion
accuracy with minimal change required to existing tried
and tested equipment and infrastructure, thus capitalizing
on all the benefits of known cost-effective detection
sensors and Infrastructure. Applications Include:

Vehicle Classification • the ability to measure vehicle
length Independently of vehicle position and speed,
combined WTth the vast improvement In oonslstency and
accuracy, enables use ol narrower bands to give more
detailed categorization for tolling and census information.

Incident Detection · by improving the quality of input
data to such systems at the outstation level, the benefit Is
saen In the reduction ot false alarms at the instation. As
vehicle data collection is Independent of vehicle speed
and position, incident detection in congestion is easier to
Identify.
·

Tolling- the new Uniled Kingdom DBFO (Design, .Build,
Finance and Operate) road schemes require solutions to
some dlfficult problems in terms of performance. acct(racy
and reliability ol shadow tolling·equipment. Each detected
vehicle contributes revenue according to its class, and so
vehicle data collection is subject to a very demanding
specification which can be met now.

Traffic Management • the renge of data available has
been extended so managers have more accurate
Information on which to base their planned maintenance
activities, incident and emergency responses, and day·to·

The extremely high accuracy allows improved auditing of
toll road usage, enhancing revenues.

day activities.

·

A patent for these detector enhancement techniques Is
pending.

.

Census and Survey • the reliability and range of traffic
statistics is increased, enabling more complex
combinations .of data using time of day, vehicle
classification, speed and lane usage to provide the
complete picture of road usage for monitoring ano:!
planning purposes.

® ldris is l he registered trad e mark of WS Atkins
Consultants Umited
For more information or to discuss your application
requirements, contact Jan Cardozo or Peter Keen at
Peek Traffic· Sarasota.
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Peek Traffic, Inc.
1500 N. Washington Blvd.
Sarasota, FL"34236

:

.

General Information Sheet:
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IDlUS is a: roadside automatic incidettt detection system.

iJ

~'

.

Automatic incident detection by the very nature of its immedi~~i~nse is an invaluable aid to improved
-;·
road safery.
IDRIS has been designed to be an integral part of an Advanced Transport Telematics system. It was
originally designed, and is ideal, for restricted road conditions where it is important to detect hazardous
situations promptly so that remedial action may be taken.
The hazards that can be detected are:

•
•
•

•

•

single stopped vehicle anywhere in the carriageway
queuing traffic
slow moving traf!ic
vehicles travelling in wrong direction
slow moving vehicle in fast traffic

The IDRIS system comprises inductive loops and usociated outstation equipment. network manager(s)
and instation(s). It includes a combination of algorithms: one being located at the outstations improving
the input data quality, and five at the instation collating and analysing all the data to give a complete
picture of the traffic situation. Of the five instation algorithms, four run c<;>ntinuously while the tif\h, for
the single stopped vehicle, is dependent on traffic flow rate. ·
The system is based on two loops per lane each 2 metres square and 2 metres apart at approximateiy I 00
metre spacing. These measurements are nominal and a site spacing of 200m is achievable. It is hoped to
increase this to 250m.
The system is designed to be used with any suitable detector (cUJTent systems use
de.tectors).

P~Sarasot.a

An installed system requires sufficient outstations at the chosen spacing on one carriageway, connected
to a network manager. A network manager is required for each carriageway ;md is capable of handling
in exoess of20 outstations (more than 2 km ofroad). &ch outstation consists of sufficient loop detectors,
a four channel detector, an outstation processor and a communications interiilce in order to provide raw

traffic data to the instation via the network manager. The outstations are synchronised to I ms :1: I ms. ·
A detailed algorithm processes \he output of a standard loop detector to give a count accuracy of0.05%
(i.e. an error of l in 2000).
'll1e instation comprises communications interfaces together with a standard processor containing sot'tware
for the algorithms and associated traffic statistics. The IDRIS algorithms use a data packet for each
vehicle containing information describing the vehicle's location at the time of acquisition (i.e which lane
at which outstation), its direction, speed, length, clearance from the preceding vehicle, duration over the
outstation site and any relevant time out information. From this information, IDRIS detects the various
hazardous conditions detailed above.
IDRIS is modular in sttuaure enabling easy use of several different algorithms (e.g. McMasters, HIOCC,
Algorithm 8, as well as any or all of the six IDRIS algorithms) tom~ the specific site and performance
demands.
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Technical Information Sheet I

based road traffic incident det«tion system, designed to detect a number of anomalous
IDRIS is a
·
·
traffic conditions on a two-lane dual caniageway.
IDRIS is designed to detect the following conditions:

·•

•
•
•

•

a single stopped vehicle anywhere in the caniageway at low flow rates
·
queuing traffic
generally slow-moving traffic
a slow-moving vehicle in faster traffic
vehicles travelling in the wrong direction

''

IDRIS consists of outstation sensors. outstations. a communications network and an inst:ation in the
configuration shown in the system schematic below.

lORIS
Ptoe=t

Local
Terminal

Outstatioo. 1

IDIUS syJtem schematic
System specification .

Maximum number of outstations per network manager
Communications cable
Maximum number of cable pairs
Maximum cable distance between adjacent outstations
Adjacent outstation time synchronisation
Ou!Station count accuracy
Outstation sensors
Loop dimensions
Distance between loop pair in direction of travel
Distance between loop sites
Loop installation standard
Unks to other systems

20
Standard twisted pair. 0.9 !M'
3
1000 m
lms±lms
Bett~r than 0.05%
Inductive road loops
. Approximately 2 m square
2 to2.5 m
80 to 200m
of . Transpon's
Department
UK
Specification for Highway Works
Subset ofccm X3.28link to supervisory
system
Unk to CCIV system (optional) ••
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The IDRIS lnstation · ' ·

.
.
~;
The instation COnSists oftwo parts, the network manager and the IDRIS processor. Nonnally these two
units are co-located in a service building local to ihe monitored site. However, the·net\i>'ork manager is
designed for a roadside envirorunent and can be located a considerable distance from the IDRIS processor.
.
The networl< manager has been designed to meet the UK Depattment of Transport envirorunei)tal and
EMC specificalions for roadside motorway communications equipment.
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Instation schematic

Network manager specific.ation

.
Dimensions
Supply voltage
Maximum supply current
Supply frequency .
Operating temperature range
Communications interface- outstations
Communications interface- IDRIS processor
Communications interface definition

89 mm (h), 435 rom (w), 350 mm (d), (me flanges
gives 482 mm (w))
190 to 250 V ac
(110 V ac available)
200mA
45 to63 Hz

- 15•c to +7o•c
RS485 2 wire active
RS232- RX, TX, RTS, DTR, SIG GND
Asynchronous 9600 or 19200 baud switchable
II bit - 8 data, I start, I stop, I parity

Communicatiogs interface - e'ngineer' s port
Communications interface definition

RS232 - RX, TX, SIG GND
Asynchronous 9600 baud
I 0 bit - 8 data, I start, I stop

Lightning and transient protection for the RS485
Maximum distance to first outstation

Transzorb
l 000 metre cable length

.: .
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The IDRIS Outst~iion
,..
.
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.

An outstation consists ofia loop detector , an-outstation communieations board, a display board and a
mains power supply unit, 'all in a standard metal C:ase. ·
'

The outstation is designed to be installed in a roadside cabinet adjacent to the loop site, although it can
be installed up to 200 metres' cable length away, proViding Suitable loop feeder cable is used.
The outstation has been designed to meet the UK Department of Transport environmental and EMC
specifications for roadside-motorway communications equipment.
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.
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Outstation schematic
Outstation specification
Dimensions
Supply voltage
Maximum supply current
Supply frequency
Operating temperature range
Communications interface
Lightning and transient protection for the loops
Lightning and transient protection for the RS485
Loop inductance range (inc feeder cables)
Loop osciUator range
Maximum number ofloops
Maximum distance from loops to outstation

.
180 mm (h), 240 nun (w), 110 mm (d)
190 to 250 V ac
(110 V ac available)
200mA
45 to63 Hz
-1s•c to +1o•c
RS485 2 wire active .
Zener diode and flash over protection
Transzorb
3 7 to 1200 1M automatically tuned
65 to 87 kHz selectable in one of four ranges
4

300 m cable length (preferably within 200
m)

Maximum distance between outstations

..

1000 m cable length

'

.'.
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An IDRIS Application

.......~-..........
• •"'= '

••
1in
scheme.
operations
and
management
traffic
integiated
lll
of
part
as
installed
is
IDRlS
Typically
addition to IDRlS such a scheme may consist of variable message signing. lane eonuol signals, traffic
swveillance using CCTV, envirorunental monitoring. emergency telephones and a supervisory system to
monitor and control all the sub-systems.

Within the tra.flic management scheme IDRlS interfaces directly to the supervisory system which, in many
cases, is based on a Supervisory, Control and Data Aquisition (SCADA) package.
in tum:
Upon detecting an incident IDRIS notifies the SCADA system, which
I

•
•

•

aleru the operator
commands the CCTV system to switch the relevant cam<n(s) to the scene of interest
suggests a traffic management plan to the operator

The operator can then verifY the incident and take appropriate steps in a timely manner.

CJ

-··- ··-··-··-··-··-··- ··- ··

..
IDR!S

ccrv

PWitroo:o

System schematic showing sub-systems

In addition, to provide resilience within the above architecture, IDRlS can be linked directly to the CCTV

system. This is applicable in case,s where the CCTV pictures are being displayed directly on their own
monitors rather than using picture-in-picture techniques on the operator terminals.
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. IDRIS ap)?lied to a 900 metre (30~ .root) tunnel
The example below shows how IDRIS could b~}ppUed to a real situation.
!Acation -a 900 metre two-lane singlt>-carriageway tunnel with no hard shoulder.
Design constraints - .
.
sensible trade-off between inter-site distance versus location ofinci\)eni
•
loeal service building (SB)
•
standard twisted pairs available along the carriageway
•
pan, lilt and zoom ccrv cameras

•

The tunnel schematic shov.n addresses the issues described above and allows the portal areas to be
·
monitored as well.
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Tunnel schematic
The system schematic for the above runnel, including remote access, is shown below.
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road'
IDRIS.applied toia 1200 metre (4000 foot) confined
.
The example below sho.ws how IDRIS could be applied to a real situation.
Location- a 1200 metre two-lane carriageway with both lanes running in one direction.
Design constraints·

•
•

•
•

sensible trade-off between inter-site distance versus location of incident
.
local service building (SB)
standard twisted pairs" available along the carriageway
•,
pan, tilt and zoom CCTV

The carriageway schematic shown addresses the issues described above.
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Carriageway schematic
The system schematic for the above carriagew&y. including remote access, is shown below.
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~ ~pproach

the twenty-first century.
· tolli~~;·is being seen as the means of
cer!\~ting the partnership between
prlv'~jl! funds and public ownership.
' • ·1
Suozessful
on trust . partnerships depend
.
in this case trust that the traffic data upon
w~ich payment is calculated is reliable. As
road manageiT\E!flt pOlicies develop so the
technical requireme(lts must beCome more
sophisticated. This article looks at how
traditional loopdetectortechnologycan
be co"'bined with state·of-the·art
software to meet the challenge

r ·

IDRIS and
loop-based tolling
.

A

;

... -

year ago the For~word tO

Traffic Te-chnology l~ttlm~JtiOMl '<JS St2U:d th2C where

aovernmrncs and industry fail co find
comm<~n

ground for (paying (or)

adnnced tcav-cUc.t ma.D2icmcm syncnu
impkmcnc:aUon. the rend user will ~r
the wom pos.s.ibk pri«. At the time ol
writircg, it S«ms that tta.M-&.ropun
transport networks are at the top of the
European traru-pon minlstccs• a_ecnd1..

However, in Europe and chcwhcrc this

economic: impQru.ncc is held in tension
wich the que scion of fundlns. In February
199& :t conference will be held in Bnu•
sc1s co discuss rhe financULru.Udcs of
publio'pri:vace pacmecship Cot such net·
wot1cs. Neil J(i:nn«k, as !ucopcsn Com-

privacis3tion of public ccsponsibilitiu (I t
nacionalisarion of private tucn. h is a
m3aer of p2ttnee'S ccamin.& up co
mobilise rcsowccs to provide bc:ncr scr-v·ices to Europe's bwiMucs and QQ.
z.ens• . The implication is that ~ys hav~
to be fo~;cd tO atttaa pcintc invc::ston CO
lut\d ~ in~cc pc"'j«a. Tht
desired 2im (of tht UK co.,.enuncnt a.t
lent) WO\lld a.ppear to be to (und c~y"s
capi:tal cxpc:ndituu from tomorrow•, rc~
cnuc, le~djng 2 lm0$t inevitably ro tolling.
Toll ()C)I!oetion h aJ been around in one
Corm or anoth« foe cemurics - the
Romans pra.«iKd it- and nOt always Cor
the sole purpose of co2d (undin,. ln the
lut 40 years it lus been much reponed
and di.$c:u$Sb:l.

mWionu (or Transport. is quoccd ss
s:ayin& i.n Msy 1995. '"'Foe- nw.
privsWpublie pa.nnuship muns jute
rbar: p2nnenhip. Ir is nor a question of

SHADOW
One of the w~ys in whith a pch·a.cc/
public pumcrstUp an opc:ratc is b)' the

'The financial viability, for both public and private

partners, of a 'design-build-finance-operate' road (DBFO)
scheme funded by shadow tolling is entirely dependent
on the accuracy of collection of the traffic data"

introduccion or shtdow collin;. This UK
initiative is where the road user is not
chuged a specific tot~ but where the
public p~ rtner pays chc: private p:tttt'ler
f<lr aU or p3rt o( the cksip, pcovlsion,
opcraDon and m2in~cn1DCC of r~di
maoatcmcnt .setYic.a. lbc ~ymc:nt is iD
the fo.rtra of toll CCVU\UC ~ & c:kfinod
period. c:ypicaUy 30 yean, dier which dw:
ro~d may revert to P"'bllc ownership.
This payment js based on the number a nd
type of vehicles using csch defined r~
section,. just as for conv~ncio(l.lltoUing.

SMdoW collins intrOduces 2 diHcn:nt
rusort fo r rcquirlns a.ccucote Cr:lffic d2ta
collection: nOt only is accuracy requ.lrcd
for infocm;;ativc and planni.ns putposes,
but die 6oancial viability, for boch public
sod priY-arc panncrs, o( 1 'dcsCn·bu.ild·
linanooq><n«' road (08FO) oel>cm<
funckd b)· sh~dow lOllil'll is eotirdy
<kpendcnr on the accur.cy of collccrion
of the tr.a.f6c dar.. In toda(-s competitive

nutkcrplace, propon1s arc. prepared so
artfully chat within the cosdns$:
(lou of vehidc.sl x fsm:all count error

<ichcr way} • a sianil\anc «mount o£
money &aincd or lon
This need for 1f0ttr .accur2cy in rnl
timt t:n.f6c
h2s ttncwcd ~~ dr[vc ro

cb'•

•
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! ·A "'¢hicle $tl'8ddles lhe lane . 1· ·.The vehicle Is not det.eete<J ..
i · O~Ulnee be!;Ween ~ Joops ftl ~cljaeent

' •'Case ! · . .

·..·· i: marlc.i~s in adjaeentlanes

'

j . between the l~p$ ::!nd/Or $Qop

j · t30eSis tOO grei(.·f.:~ ·..:-:~l~\ g{'"\.:: \
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f .A vehicle is c.hangi~g lane · · · j The vehicle Is detecttd pcoperly .:: ' ; : : ·! · Oistsnoe:·be~n ku:ips Jt(~;~t.~~·r,;(·.:
• L whilst crossing the site ·•· ··". l · tn one lane and~ in the &<fj~t i : adjacent lanes i$ too sman ::::.~:i.'·.' .·

2-cv

·

lane b)' or,e «both loops eM~ ··
~ and/or 1000 teMltlvitJ i.s too hieJ'I .• ·.
tncompltte data packet(s)
i
·· ·'· · ·: · :···
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S
A veh!cle ddves ~close to !
One long ve~le is detected ioMtead
1 Abnonnal traffic pattems, Independent
i the vehide In front (taa.tatlne) · ! of two ~horter ones
! of site Y&rtables, usuSilyoec:uf in
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l A vehlde dt?ves close to or
~ S\.l'&dd~s tht Ianoe markings

~

:

The vehiefe is e:et~ed in the adjteent
lane by boUt loops and appears tO.be a
second vehicle ·

eongesuwqveues ·
~

J

·

Oista.nce between l009s in adjacent
lanes iS too small and/oc toop

is toe> h~
.................!r..................................................-.........1r............................-................-......................................r. ......sensitivity
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·i Two W:h'cSes in a4jaecnt Jane$ 1
etOS$ their sites together
'

!

All fc>ur loops activate ·s.imu\taneously'

;
. 1

Normal t.rafne panems. independent
of site varia.~1es

some vchide.s. (An~· ro::~:det who C3 n
2.nswets are obuined determines th<
mnc~s. O nce the 3lgorithm has
prove that chis is not inc\•itabte should
count 3ccur:tey of che oumation. 3nd so
processed the data, the 'final score' from
COOt3Ct the authors whasc intcre1c is
the :~ccumulaccd w~ishdng,s gives the
the lORIS o ursrJtion algorithm w~s
gu:u3ntee<t) Once positivdy idcntilied.
devised to procus the stan~b.rd dcteCior
p:obability of one or two real vehicles
rhese rogue 3Cth·:ttions of 3. single foop
being ptcsem, :)nd ..noc:ues :s cl:ass ific.:~ 
oucpur in o rder to improve on the :tceu·
t3Cf of that raw output. Theoretkal
tion to each.
c3n' be ignored by the o~cstation. HowBy ;ppending this probability tO both
critctiot and tests wer-e idcnri6cd, and
cvu. the \~lues cllosen chen indue.ru~c
packets or vehicle d:ata. ::tnd iden~ifyins
what happens in case four.
weig,htinss lor the ccsc results \"cce e:stabCase three is caused by rhe cailgaclng
lish<d by detailed examicmion o f
which or 1he t'>'-'0 may be 2 ph:ancom
'·ehide, the oum.,ciol'l <::2n supply high
second vehicle C:tusins ~ctiY#tion or the
deceetor outpUt data against <»rrc•
sponding video footage of sdeacd sites quality in(orm:~rion ro :tny system which
first loop before 1he 6r.$t vehicle hu left
a thankless •nd mind·nvmbing task.
r-equire$ it. ThiJ could be a hish-levd
the $ice, thus Siving COntinUO'-'$ lOOp attl~
vaciOn from lhe beginniat; of the 1\tst
The lORIS outstation algorithm
d ac; coll«cion system for shadow
vehicle unci( tJ\e end or the $CCOI'Id
which re.suked hom this pt«<:$$ contains
tolling, or an incident detection Sf$ttm
$Uch :lS lORIS or MIDAS~ or- as p:~.rc of a
vehicle. Cases four :.n.d five both cause
abouc half a dou:n rests which consider
c:.ompcehcnSive lt3ff.c management
<~crivation of aU four loop.s at;td thereby
the dcrcaor aaiV'ltion output. with each
tC$t addces:sing a different criterium, for
$Cherrn:. 'With rhe lORIS incident dettwepresent a more complex problem: is chcce
tion sysccm. this labdling is used by the
only one vehicle with ovetspitl cre1.ting :11
e~mp-lc. comp:ni$ons of decocted vehicle
phantom vehicle :.u in case four. or are
speed and length. A vehicle dat~ pacl<c.t is main algorithms at the insu.tion as part
of the identification of :1 single stopped
subjcaed ro ~ number of these tests. and
thccc two real vehicle$ o\$ in case 6ve?
vehicle. [n considering sevcnl consecuThe classic examples 3rc:
each tcsc is p:~ssed o r failtd rather rh:an
tive sit~ and ttaddng pactieular vehicles
• C1,sc three: a goods vehicle appears
ptodu<:ing any quan,iu.tive resuh, with
to be in 1::tne one ... or it it a O.r
towing a tnilcr? ·-or arc there rwo
'7he lORIS outstation algorithm contains ab.out half
cars. the SC'C'Ond driving too closely
behind the 6tsc for comfon?
a dozen tests which consider the detector activation
• Case: four: a goods vehicle is ln h.RC
output, with each test addressing a different criterium,
o-ne: and •som«hing' is dececccd in '
lane cwo which is shoner in length,
for example comparisons of detected vehicle speed
has about the S2ntc speed, and lies
wichin the lane one ducccion times.
and length"
· Is there re::~.lly a c:tr in lane two, or is
it timpl)' ovc:rspiU from lane one?
down che road, lORlS can soon con6rro
• Case li.ve: cwo cars o£ similar model
both answers being weighted. The
or coccea whether use four or case five
:are neck ;~nd neck in lanes one and
wcishcins$ for a cw may vsry dcptt~Cling
occurred. chucby contributing co the
cwo ... or is ic onl)· one vehicle in the
on the: o rder of testing or if the input
system's low false alarm r~re of one or
middle .or the ro3d?
conditiofts have p3ccieular ch2r3ctetistics
'"""' _
The frequency wi(b which the correct
and nor aU testS ate used in 3l1,drcum·
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